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Preface
For
Differently Abled / Visually Challenged Students have
an option either to study Science and Mathematics or they have
opportunity to select two from the ﬁve subjects instructed. Among
these ﬁve, Economics is one of the subjects. Tenth std, text book is
prepared and implemented as per NCF 2005, this year. Eighth and
ninth std text book preparation is in progress.
The new text of Economics as a subject to the tenth standard
students is introduced, entitled ‘Basic Concepts of Indian Economy’
which is framed on the basis of students learning and the progress in
education. Committee introduced this text according to the previous
frame work of 2005’s National Text Book Curriculum. There is scope
of reasoning, activity and exercises in the chapters end. This makes
the students to think logical way. Through activity, creativity and
constructive knowledge the student improve his personality. The text
helps to reconstruct the skills through the excises. It helps the over all
personality development of students, and makes them the true citizen
of Independent India.
For the use of the students text is divided in eleven chapters.
Giving importance to the current issues, after each chapter exercises,
work plan along with opportunities of discussion, debate and practical
thinking is also provided in the text.
Karnataka Text Book Society extends its heartfelt thanks to
committee chairman, members, reviewers, those who have guided and
printers as well as others who extended support to complete this text
book.
Nagendra Kumar
Managing Director
Karnataka Textbook Society
Bengaluru, Karnataka
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The Chairperson Note
Developing and underdeveloped economies work hard to increase
their GDP growth rates with the faith that it leads to improvement in
the standard of living of its people. These economies lack capital and
investment and hence intentionally choose the path of unbalanced
development.
The developing economies feel that unbalanced growth will
stimulate the growth rates and these growth rates gradually percolate
to the other sectors and all sections of society through trickle down
development in the economy. But unfortunately trickle down fails and
the fruits of high growth rate never reach disadvantaged sections of
the society. Hence higher growth rate need not be inclusive growth.
India, at present is facing such a complex and critical situation.
The growth rate of Indian economy is showing the signs of recovery
and very soon India may become one of the fastest growing economies
of the world. But one cannot assure that the increased growth rate
will include poor, common man, disadvantaged, dalit and women.
Increased growth rate must aim at egalitarian society where “everyone
get equal share, equal life for all”. In this connection Indian economy
and Indian economic policies has to be changed suitably. In order to
do so there should be systematic and scientiﬁc study of actual facts of
the Indian economy and analyse it academically with ideological bent
of social justice and equality, which will lead towards sustainable
inclusive development of Indian economy.
The present 10th standard Economics textbook makes an attempt
to introduce the basic principles of Indian economy. The text book
has been prepared keeping in mind the changes in Indian economic
scenario.
Keeping the need of the students at this stage in mind, the difﬁcult
issues are simpliﬁed and presented in this text book.
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The present text book notes the developing economies Journey
to move towards developed economy; use of its natural resources
and human resources, develop its agriculture and industrial sector,
by solving the problems of agriculture and industrial labour by
eradicating poverty. The basic infrastructures have to be developed;
the role and importance of RBI and foreign trade in development are
also highlighted.
The Differently Abled/Visually Challenged students are sharp and
acrid learners. In order to facilitate their strong urge for learning, this
text book is prepared. The text also includes the pro people and pro
society aspirations.
I Request our teacher fraternity friends to follow the following
guidelines without fail, while teaching this text to the students.
1) In the ﬁrst paragraph of every chapter the questions has been
raised on the issues that student will understand after studying
that chapter. Hence the teachers before beginning every chapter ask
those questions to the students and try to create ambiance where
in students are curious and enthusiastic to know and learn about
them.
2) Request the teachers and readers of this text to inform the merits
and demerits of the book to the Karnataka textbook committee. The
worthy suggestions will be incorporated while rectifying the mistakes
at the time of revision of this text book. We also welcome parents and
guardians suggestions in this direction.
3) We also request the teachers help for the students in doing
their project work given under each chapter.
My Heartfelt thanks to everyone who helped directly and indirectly
to bring out this tenth standard text book “Basic Concepts of Indian
Economy”.
Dr.S.R. Keshava
Chairperson
Textbook committee
Bengaluru
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Chapter –1
Developed and Under Developed Economy
“You have to decide whether development means affluence or whether
development means peace, prosperity and happiness”

-Sunderlal Bahuguna

Introduction
Governments of many countries in the world are working for
the welfare and better living conditions for its citizens. But, all
countries have not developed uniformly. They are at different levels of
development. Hence, some countries are classiﬁed as under developed
and some others as developing and few others as developed. If so,
what is economic development? How do we deﬁne under developed
economy? What are its characteristics? Deﬁne developing and
developed economy? What are their characteristics? Likewise, which
are the developed and developing economies of the world? Is India
a developing or developed economy? What are the characteristics
of Indian economy? The objective of this chapter is to seek answer
to these questions and understand the important aspects of under
development and development.
According to Meier and Baldwin, “Economic development is a
process whereby an economy’s Real National Income increases over
a long period time.” The terms economic development and economic
growth were used synonymously until 1960. Thereafter, due to intense
industrialization and commercialization, a country’s increment in its
net gross domestic product, percapita was considered as economic
growth.
1

Reduction of poverty, unemployment, inequality and structural
changes to become industry centered economy from agrarian based
economy along with increase in the Gross Domestic Product for long
period in the economy is considered as Economic Development.
Hence, according to the United Nations, “Development concerns
not only man’s material needs, but also the improvement of social
conditions of life.” Hence, development is considered to be social,
cultural, economic and institutional growth.
Under Developed Economy
In under developed or non developed economy, income and savings
of people will be less. Majority of them are illiterate and believe in
superstition. They are poor and deprived of basic infrastructure, as
production mode is archaic, natural resources are not utilized to the
optimum and hence overall production will be less.
India’s ﬁrst ﬁve year plans
volume-I (1952) deﬁnes an
underdeveloped country as “one which is characterized by the
co-existence, in greater or less degree, of unutilized or underutilized
manpower on the one hand, and of unexploited natural resources on
the other”.
World Development Report 2014
Based on Per capita income of 2012, World Development Report
2014 classiﬁes different nations as below:
i. High Income Countries: Economies where per capita
income is more than $ 12,616. Example; America, Canada,
and Japan etc.,
ii. Medium Income Countries: Economies where per capita
income lies between $ 1036 to $ 12,615. Example; China,
India, Egypt, Korea and Iran etc.
iii. Less Income Countries: Economies where per capita income
is less than $ 1035. Example; Ethiopia, Kenya, Bangladesh
and Nepal etc.
2

Basic Characteristics of Under Developed Economy
The characteristics of under developed economy can be
classiﬁed into two parts namely, 1) Economic Characteristics and
2) Non-economic Characteristics
Economic Characteristics
The important characteristics of under developed economy is
that despite endowed with vast natural resources such as minerals,
forests resources and water resources in plenty, they are not fully
utilized. The following are the other main Characteristics of such
economies.
1. Capital deﬁciency: Basic requirements of Economic development
are adequate capital. Unfortunately, underdeveloped economy
suffers from lack of sufﬁcient capital, low rate of capital formation
due to low inducement to invest. As a result there will be less
income and less savings.
2. Lack of Man Power Planning: Under Developed Economies
despite having vast population is unable to convert it into human
capital. Hence people lack skills due to illiteracy. This hampers
them from participating fully in production process.
3. Lack of Modern Technology: Backward technology exist in
plenty in underdeveloped economy. Lack of capital constrains the
upgradation of technology. This hinders economic development.
Industrial growth is not possible due to lack of capital, and it in
turn hinders the economic development.
4. Inadequate ﬁnancial institutions: In underdeveloped countries
institutional credit agencies such as banks, lending institutions
etc., are also under developed. Hence the savings of households
are not properly mobilized and provided to the investors. This
hinders faster economic development.
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5. Lack of basic infrastructure: Under developed economies
are deprived of basic infrastructural facilities such as health,
education, transportation and communication leading to slow
development.
Vicious Circle of Poverty
Vicious circle of poverty is the main reason for underdevelopment.
It is both cause and effect of underdevelopment. Never decreasing
poverty has become a rude reality. Prof. Ragner Nurkse points out
that “country is poor because it is poor”. The deﬁnition of Ragner
Nurkse states that the vicious circle of poverty implies a circular
constellation of forces tending to act and react upon one another in
such a way as to keep a poor country in a state of poverty.
In the following illustration, this vicious circle of poverty can be
understood in two ways namely, demand side and supply side.

On the demand side, low income leads to low savings which results
in low investment. This hinders capital formation, which reduces the
productivity and lead to low income in under developed economies.
On the supply side, low income does not allow the market to grow
which results in small size of market. Hence, it leads to low income,
low capital formation and low productivity in the underdeveloped
economies.
4

Non-Economic characteristics
Non-Economic characteristics can be divided into two parts
namely:
1) Social characteristics and
2) Political and Administrative characteristics
1) Social characteristics: Social characteristics can be further
classiﬁed into:
1.

Existence of Caste and Class

2.

Wide income inequality

3.

High incidence of poverty

4.

Superstition and Customs

Let us know about each of them in brief
1. Existence of Caste and Class:
Existence of caste and class is important characteristics of
undeveloped economy. They hinder economic development.
2. Wide income inequality:
When compared to developed countries, there exists a greater
income inequality among under developed countries. Wide income
inequality among the underdeveloped economies can be seen when
the national income distributed to the 10 % of very poor in the country
is compared with 10 % of very rich in the country. For instance, in
countries such as Kenya, Nigeria, Zambia, Colombia, 10% of very
poor get 1% or less of national income whereas, 10% of very rich get
42% to 45% of national income.
3. High incidence of poverty:
The difﬁculties faced by individuals in getting basic necessities
of life such as food, cloth and shelter are called poverty. The World
5

Bank considers a person earning less than $1.25 a day as poor. This
$1.25 a day has become the poverty line internationally, and those
earning less than this amount a day fall below the poverty line.
Every nation uses its own indicator and identiﬁes the people in its
country who are living below poverty line. For instance, in India if a
person in a rural India consumes less than 2400 calories per day and
in urban India who consumes less than 2100 calories of food per day
is considered as poor. According to Tendulkar committee, if a person’s
consumption expenditure is less than Rs.26 in rural area and Rs.32
in urban areas per day is said to be living below poverty line.
Extreme poverty could be seen in many Asian, African and Latin
American countries. In such countries, illiteracy, malnutrition, illness,
infant mortality rate, and maternal mortality rate is very high.
4. Superstition and Customs:
There exist many superstition and customs in under developed
countries. The superstitious belief does not allow people to think and
lead life rationally. Customs does not allow them to think rationally
which hinders economic development.
A) Political and Administrative characteristics
There is a lack of ‘political will’ to march towards development
in underdeveloped economies. In addition to this predominance of
bribery, corruption, nepotism and red tapism in bureaucracy ruins
the economy. As a result, the poor, eligible and the most deserving
won’t get the beneﬁts of planned development. Hence, the effective
welfare schemes cannot be implemented properly.
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Human Development Report
HDI is another measurement index to measure quality of human
life. This was designed by Mehaboob-Ul-Haq of Pakistan in 1990.
Countries educational achievement, life expectancy (Health) and
standard of living (Income), is compared to the best achievements
in each criterion among the countries and contrasted. The average
of these three indicators is HDI. The index lies between 0 and 1.
Based on the basis of the actual score, the countries are classiﬁed
into three groups namely:
i.

High Human Development: The countries having human
development index more than 0.8 are called as countries
which have more human developed countries.

ii.

Medium Human Development: The countries human
development index from 0.5 to 0.8 is called as countries
which have middle level or medium level human development.

iii.

Less Human Development: The countries will having
human development index of less than 0.5 are called as
countries having less human development.

Developed Countries
'Developed economies’, coming out of the vicious circle of poverty
have become self-driven economy, and has attained continued
economic growth. A developed country has enormous capital
resources. Employees have better work output and production
units perform well and there will be developed transportation,
communication, strong banks and other ﬁnancial institutions, better
planned infrastructure, quality education, availability of better
health care, quality life style, prolonged leisure time, and greater
entertainment facilities in these economies. America, England,
Germany, France, Japan, Canada etc are called as developed
countries.
7

Characteristics of Developed Countries
The following are the main characteristics of developed countries:
1) Importance to industrial sector
2) High level of capital formation
3) Use of advanced level of productive skills and technology
4) Slow rate of population growth
5) Availability of quality education and health care facilities
6) Availability of good infrastructure facility
1) Importance to Industries:
Developed

countries

give

more

importance

to

continuous

development of industrial sector. This helps in utilizing the existing
resources efﬁciently, more effectively and creates employment
opportunities. This helps to increase in National Income. In developed
countries the major contribution to national income comes from Nonagricultural sector.
2) High level of capital formation:
Developed countries have more savings and more investment.
Hence the capital formation in these economies will be high. The rate
of investment in these economies will be to the tune of 25 % to 30 %
of their national income.
3) Use of advanced level of productive skills and technology:
Developed countries stresses on scientiﬁc research to develop
advanced productive skills and technology. Hence developed economies
produce quality goods and services at lesser cost when compared to
under developed economies. Advanced level of productive skills and
technology has helped economies like Japan, Germany and Israel at
faster phase.
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4) Slow Rate of Population Growth:
Availability of quality health care and education facilities in
developed countries has reduced the birth and death rate. Availability
of better health facilities helps to increase life span. The availability
of higher capital formation on one hand and decrease of population
growth rate on the other hand has helped to increase percapita income
as well as higher growth rate. Hence, the people in the developed
countries enjoy higher standard of living. Also, people in these
economies work for industrial and service sector growth so that the
nation scales newer heights in economic growth.
5) Availability of quality education and health care facilities:
The availability of quality education helps people to gain good
working skills and professionalism. Effective health care facilities will
help them with good health. They in turn contribute for the welfare of
the people.
6) Availability of good infrastructure facility:
Developed economies will have a very good socio-economic
infrastructure facility which will contribute to the better standard of
living and high economic growth.
The following are the differences between developed and under
developed countries:
Under Developed Countries

Developed Countries

1 Annual Per capita income will be Annual Per capita income will
less than $ 5000
be more than $ 5000
2 High rate of population growth

Very low or zero population
growth rate

3 Lack of capital and superior Very high capital formation and
technology
superior technology
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4 Majority of the people are poor and Existence of only relative poverty
live in absolute poverty.
5 Poor standard of living

High standard of living

6 Disguised and under employment Due to economic cycles, the
will be high
problem of unemployment
confronts temporarily
Characteristics of Developing Countries
Developing economies strive to come out of the static characteristics
of under development and become developed. Hence, developing
economies have the characteristic that depicts the efforts to move
out of underdeveloped economy. The important Characteristics of
developing economy are as follows:
1) Gradual Increase in Percapita Income
Annual percapita income in the under developed economies is
very low. For instance, annual percapita income of Ethiopia is 345
times less than that of annual percapita income of Switzerland.
Gradual increase in the annual percapita income among developing
countries helps them to have capital formation and gradual increase
in investments. The increase in the employment opportunities further
increases the national income and percapita income of developing
economy.
2) Gradual Decrease in Population Growth
Under developed countries are over populated. In developing
countries due to better education and health care facilities the
population growth gets reduced. The population growth rate in
underdeveloped economies will be high. But, in the developing
economies population growth rate decreases due to better education
and health care facilities.
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3) Gradual Increase in Human Capital
Undeveloped economies are very low in HDI. The reason for that
is lack of quality education and health care facilities. In developing
countries better health care facilities are provided which increases
individual’s longevity. High infant mortality and maternal mortality
rate declines. All these factors help in increase of human capital.
4) Priority for Non Agricultural Activities
In under developed countries majority of the population depends on
agriculture for livelihood. Hence, agriculture contribution to national
income is generally high in under developed countries, whereas, in
developing countries people depend more on non-agricultural activities
for their livelihood. Hence, the contribution of agricultural to national
income declines, whereas, the contribution of industry and service to
national income increases.
5) Importance of Unorganized Sector
When employees shift towards non agricultural sectors, they may
not get suitable jobs as those who migrate from village to cities are
unskilled employees. This forces them to begin a self-employment
or do available jobs. Such jobs are in unorganized sectors. It will
not only have less salary, but the workers may be exploited without
allowances and leave facilities.
6) Gradual Growth of Urbanization
In under developed countries, most people live in villages. Urban
areas in developing economies have ample employment opportunities,
good health care facilities, quality education, and other basic
infrastructure. Hence people migrate from villages to urban area, this
increase the pace of urbanization.
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Indian Economy
India in the past six and half decades has undertaken planned
economic development. It has planned and implemented several
developmental programs to take a leap in the development. Therefore,
India today has emerged as one of the fastest growing developing
economy. However, there still exists both developed and under
developed characteristics in India. Let us observe those characteristics
one after the other.
India as Under Developed Economy
The important characteristics of India as under developed economy
are;
1) Low Percaptia Income:
India’s Percapita income is far less compared to developed countries
due to over population, very high poverty and unemployment. India’s
percapita income was Rs.230 in 1948. At present India’s percapita is
just 1/13 of America’s percapita income.
2) Inequality in Income and Wealth:
Inequality of income and wealth is high in India. As per World
Bank and Asian Development Bank report, at present inequality has
increased in India. Gini coefﬁcient index is used to measure inequality.
If the Gini coefﬁcient is zero, it means complete equality and if it is
100 means high inequality. In 1991, India’s Gini coefﬁcient was 32.5,
which has increased to 37 in 2010. India’s 40% of rich possess 79.2
wealth, whereas the remaining 60% possess only 20.8 % of wealth
which is clear indication of inequality.
3) High incidence of Poverty
Wide income inequality naturally leads to increase in poverty.
Though the ratio of poor people in India has been reduced from 48.44%
in 1979-80 to 21.9% in 2011, but still more than 269.3 million people
are still living below poverty line. All these people are living without
basic facilities.
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4) Over Dependence on Agriculture
During 1950-51, the contribution of agriculture to India’s national
income was 55.3% which got reduced to 13.5% in 2013-14. But,
48.9% of population is still engaged in agriculture. Majority of India’s
agriculture is still dependent on monsoon, and those involved in
agriculture do not earn the whole year. This makes them live as under
employed or seasonal employed and earn less. Lack of superior skills,
reduction in agriculture productivity also makes them unable to do
other jobs.
5) Crippled Human Development
Human development Index is measured based on three aspects
namely long healthy life, knowledge and standard of living. But
unfortunately many in India are not getting good health care facilities,
quality education and reasonable income for better living. Hence,
India is not doing well in HDI. In UNDPs (United Nations Development
Programmes) HDI report India is ranked at 136 among 186 countries
in 2013.
India as Developing Economy
Indian economy though has some under developed characteristics;
it has many developing economy characteristics. The important
among them are;
1) Increase in National Income
India, by early 2015 has emerged as 2 trillion economy, India’s
national income in 2004-05 constant prices was 2,78,677 crore
during 1950-51, which increased to 56, 73,857 crore during 201314, making it 4th largest economy of the world.
2) Higher Growth Rate
India’s economy on an average grew at a rate of 3.5% from 1950 to
1980. This growth rose to 5.5% during 1980-91, and to 8% in 20002011. Though the growth has slowed down little after that, at present
Indian economy growth rate is 7% showing the healthy recovery and
taking leap towards higher growth rates. Today India is the 2nd fastest
growing economy of the world.
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3) Major Shift in Sectoral Distribution
In 1950-51, agriculture contributed 55.3% at 1999-2000 prices to
national income. This has reduced to 13.5 in 2013-14. But, during
the same period the contribution of industrial and service sector to
national income has increased remarkably. The change in contribution
to national income has not reﬂected in the share of employment as
majority still depend on agriculture for livelihood. Only 51.5 % of
people in India are now engaged in non agricultural activities for their
livelihood.
4) Service Sector led growth
Today after China, India has become 2nd fastest growing economy
of the world. The main reasons for this growth in service sector which
has grown at average rate of 8.5% from 2000-01 and 2013-14. The
share of service sector (including construction sector) is 64.85% in
2013-14.
5) Expansion in the infrastructure Facilities
Infrastructure assists in undertaking social and economic
activities easily. Expansion of social and economic infrastructure in
case of transportation, communication, fuel, energy, water resources,
education, and health systems are the main facilities for the economic
development. When these facilities are good, it intensiﬁes the
economic development. Infrastructure facilities were scares in 1947
when India attained its independence. For instance, in 1948 India’s
electricity production capacity was 2100 mega watts. In 1951, the
literacy rate was 8.33% and irrigated land was 22.6 million hectare.
But, today India produces 97 billion units of electricity, has 48.65
lakh kilo meters of roads, 63.9 million hectares of irrigated land and
the literacy rate is 74.04%. India today also has better education and
health care facilities.
6) Growth in Banking and Financial Sector
India was having undeveloped banking sector in 1947. The
banking system was completely with private sector. The Reserve Bank
14

of India, India’s central bank was also run by private shareholders,
which was nationalized in 1949. The State Bank of India became
nationalized in 1955 followed by 14 commercial banks in 1969 and 6
more commercial banks in 1980. This move helped India to expand
banking sector which helped in development of ﬁnancial sectors. The
economic reforms in 1991 paved the way towards establishment of
private as well as foreign banks. Today India has 1, 11,723 bank
branches and out of them 37.9% function in rural areas.
Despite, Indian economy having a few under developed
characteristics, today it has all the characteristics of fastest growing
developing economy of the world. If population growth is further
reduced, quality education and better health facilities are provided
to all and if all the development schemes are implemented properly,
India will soon emerge as developed nation.
EXERCISE

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1)

2)

3)

Who said ‘a country is poor because it is poor’ ________________
a) Ragner Nurkse

b) Adam Smith

c) Alfred Marshall

d) J.M. Keynes

The nation having highest percapita income is __________________
a) India

b) China

c) Egypt

d) America

The share of service sector (including construction) in
2013-14 was_____________
a) 64.8%

b) 54.8%

c) 60%

d) 50%
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4)

5)

According to Tendulkar Committee the consumption
expenditure of less than Rs_______ in rural areas and _______
in urban areas is regarded as poor.
a) Rs.26, Rs.32

b) Rs.32, Rs.26

c) Rs.52, Rs.64

d) Rs.64, Rs.56

The main characteristics of backward country is ___________
a) More urbanization

b) More Malnutrition

c) More Literacy

d) Higher Standard of living

II. Fill in the blanks.
1) In India 51.5% of people are dependent on _______ for their
livelihood.
2) The share of the service sector in national income during
2013-14 was_______.
3) In 2013, India is ranked______ in HDI.
4) The nations having less than $________ percapita income are
called as under developed nations.
5) Among the total bank branches _______ percentage of banks
are working in rural areas.

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1) What is economic development?
2) Write the meaning of under developed economy.
3) What is the rank of India in Human Development Index in
2013?
4) What is percentage of people living below poverty line in India
in 2011?
5) Name any two developed countries.
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IV.Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1) Name non economical characteristics of under developed
economy.
2) Mention important sectors of India’s economy.
3) When was commercial banks nationalized in India?
4) Name few under developed nations.
5) Explain how vicious circle of poverty hampers the nation’s
development?

V. Answer the
sentences.

following

questions

in

about

eight

1) Explain main characteristics of under developed economy.
2) Differentiate between developed and under developed economy.
3) Discuss India as a developing economy.
4) Explain vicious circle of poverty in the context of demand and
supply side.
5) Discuss India as an under developed economy.

Project Work
1. List out the developed and under developed nations.
2. List the developed and under developed characteristics of the Place
(village/ Town/District) of your residence.

YY
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Chapter –2
Natural Resources of India
“The nation behaves well if it treats the natural resources as assets”.

- Theodore Roosevelt
“Without natural resources life itself is impossible. From birth to death,
natural resources, transformed for human use, feed, cloth, shelter and
transport us. Upon them we depend for every material necessity, comfort,
convenience and protection in our lives. Without abundant resources
prosperity is out of reach”.
- Gifford Pinchot

Introduction
Economic development of the country depends on its resources
available in the country. It may be either natural or manmade. There
is a close relationship between natural resources and economic
development. It is generally believed that abundant natural resources
in a country will contribute to have higher economic development. So,
what are the natural resources? What is the role of natural resources
in economic development? What are the different types of resources?
What quantity of natural resources such as forest land, water and
minerals is available in India? The objective of this chapter is to seek
answer for these questions and know more about natural resources
in the country.
Meaning of Natural Resources
All those things which are useful to humans are called resources. In
other words all those things available in man’s physical environment
on which man depend for the satisfaction of some want or the other is
called as resources. Natural resources and manmade resources play
a decisive role in a countries economic development. Land, water,
forest, minerals, etc. are natural resources that fulﬁll human wants.
These natural resources are the greatest means to develop a countries
wealth. Human resources are important man-made resource that
contributes for the society’s growth and to attain higher standard of
living.
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The Importance of Natural Resources in Economy
India though has abundant natural resources; it is not efﬁciently
utilized for economic development due to the lack of quality human
capital. The important role played by the natural resources in the
nation’s economic development are:
1) Agricultural development: Agriculture is mainly nature
dependent occupation. Weather, fertile land, good distribution
of rain, timely occurrence of monsoons, helps increase in food
production.
2) Industrial development: The vast amount of mineral resources
available in India is sources of raw material to numerous
industries such as iron and steel, cement and chemical
industry.
3) Supply Fuel for the development of transport and
communication: Efﬁcient transport and communication in
the economy play a decisive role in the development of the
agriculture, industries, expansion of market and development
in trade. The development of efﬁcient transportation system is
possible only with suitable supply of petroleum products.
4) Provide the essentials to population: Natural resources
provide the essential to population and enable them to improve
their standard of living.
5) Security of the Nation: Natural resource provides necessary
minerals to manufacture the required defense equipment’s and
weapons required for the internal and external security of a
nation. Likewise, the efﬁcient use of available natural resources
in the nation assists the economic development. However, if
natural resources are over exploited or misutilized it will have
negative effect on nation’s environment and economy. Hence
the use of natural resources should be lesser than the renewal
rate of those resources.
Classiﬁcation of Natural Resources
Natural resources can be classiﬁed on the basis of 1) Renewability
2) Distribution.
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The natural resources based on their renewability can be classiﬁed
into 1) Renewable Resources, and 2) Exhaustible Resources. Let us
know about them in brief.
1) Renewable or Inexhaustible resources: Renewable resources
are those which can be replenished over time by the natural process
and can be used again in production process. The resources though
used continuously are available again for use in short period of time.
For example forest, water, solar energy, wind energy etc.
2) Non-Renewable or exhaustible resources: Non renewable or
exhaustible resources are those resources that are limited in supply
and cannot be replaced easily. Once it is extracted and used. For
example, oil and natural gas, minerals etc.
Natural resources can also be classiﬁed based on the distribution
of resources into 1) Resources available everywhere 2) Resources
found only in particular place. Let us know about them in brief.
1) Resources available everywhere: Ubiquitous resources are
found everywhere e.g., air, sun light and wind.
2) Resources found only in particular places: Few natural
resources are available at only particular places. For example
minerals, energy sources, hydroelectricity etc.
The natural resources are also classiﬁed based on origin namely,
Biotic resources and Abiotic resources
Land Resources or Soil Resources
Life on earth is dependent on natural resources such as soil, water,
air, solar power and other mineral resources. Any economic activity
is dependent on land. Hence land is considered as most important of
all natural resources. India has 329 million hectares land which is
2.4% of the world’s land. Agriculture mainly depends on land. Land
utilization can be classiﬁed into two namely, (1) Land under cultivation
(agriculture land) (2) Non- agricultural land.
Area under different agriculture crops, groves, gardens, plantations
are called as land under agriculture. The location of village, town, city,
industries, roads and railways are called as non-agricultural land.
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Land usage
Land usage classiﬁcation provides us the information on land cover
and types of human activity involved in land use. In other words land
used for different purpose is called as land usage. Of the total 329
million hectares of land, only 306 million hectares of land has been
surveyed and classiﬁed. Of it, about 42 million hectares of it is non
agricultural land as it is occupied by buildings, roads and industrial
areas. Some 69 million hectares of land has been occupied by forest
which amounts to 23% of the total geographical land. Nearly 25 million
hectares of land is deserts, 11 million hectares is permanent pastures
and other grazing land. A total of 18 million hectares is a fallow land
and nearly 141 million hectares of land is a net cultivable land, out of
which 49 million hectares has been cultivated more than once.
Soil Erosion
Soil Erosion refers to the wearing of top soil by the factors such
as heavy wind, forceful ﬂow of water etc. and tillage of farm land
loosing its fertility due to factors like water and wind. It is a serious
problem as 53 % of land is facing the problem of soil erosion. India
is agriculture dominated country as majority of Indians depend on
it for their livelihood. Agriculture depends on the top soil which is
fertile. But unfortunately, nearly 247 million hectares of land in India
is affected by soil erosion. Out of which some 144 million hectares of
land is affected by water and wind erosion. Water alone washes away
6000 to 7000 million tons of top soil every year. Soil erosion reduces
crop land productivity.
Important Reasons for Soil Erosion
In India, many natural and man-made reasons contribute to soil
erosion. The important among them are;
1) The availability of land is becoming scares as a result of
increasing population. This increases the pressure on the land
which leads to soil erosion. The per capita availability of land
is just 0.17 hectares.
2) India gets 80% of rain through its monsoon. Heavy rain leads to
ﬂoods and lack of rain leads to droughts and both the situation
leads to soil erosion.
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3) Continuous agriculture, shifting cultivation, insufﬁcient
water sources, unscientiﬁc and high usage of pesticides and
chemicals also contributes to loss of soil fertility.
4) To provide food to the ever increasing population, forests are
cleared (deforestation) to bring more lands under cultivation.
5) India has the highest number of live stocks in the world. The
cattle feed on grass. Hence more grass is grown which also
adds to the soil erosion.
6) The increasing urbanization and industrialization paves way
for expansion of roads, railways, construction of buildings,
dams, factories also leads to soil erosion.
Harmful effects of Soil Erosion
Soil erosion leads to many negative impacts on economic system.
The important among them are:
1) Soil erosion removes valuable top soil which is most productive
part of the soil.
2) Soil erosion reduces underground water resources.
3) Soil erosion leads to frequent occurrence of grave ﬂoods and
drought.
4) Rivers and reservoirs are deposited with silt which reduces the
water storage capacity.
5) Soil erosion due to wind reduces the productive capacity of
soil.
6) Agriculture productivity will be reduced.
7) Soil pollution leads to environmental pollution.
8) Extinct of few varieties of plants will lead to ecological imbalance.
Soil Conservation Measures
The activity that increases the soil fertility is called Soil Conservation
Measure. The main measures are as below:
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1) To build bunds in the sloping crop land and practice contour
farming.
2) Planting the trees in the hilly areas and government land.
3) Over grazing of grass land by livestock should be prevented.
4) Use of organic manure to increase the absorption capacity of
soil.
5) Construction of check dams and barriers against water force.
6) Terracing, bunds and check dams are constructed to control
the velocity of water ﬂows from rivers or streams
7) Adopting suitable irrigation practices in agriculture.
8) Central government has established ‘Land Conservation
Committee’ and has taken responsibility of land conservation.
9) To construct lake in every village and implement the ground
water recharging programs.
Water Resources
Water is the gift of nature. It is one of the essential requirements
for life. Supply of sufﬁcient and potable drinking water is required
to lead a good healthy life and to have a hygienic environment. The
availability of water has great effect on every stage of the development.
Water is vital input for agriculture, industries and service sector. All
living beings require water to drink. Therefore, man’s economic activity
begins with usage of water. India ranks third in the availability of
water resources. Today India is facing the issues of lack of sufﬁcient
potable drinking water and interstate and intercountry conﬂicts to
get their share of river water.
Sources of Water Resources
Water is obtained from variety of natural resources. The sources
of water resources can be classiﬁed into (1) Surface water and
(2) Ground water.
Surface Water: The important sources of surface water are
1) Rivers and streams 2) Reservoirs 3) Tanks, ponds and lakes. Rain
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water is the main source of surface water and 80 % of rains are from
south west monsoon. But monsoons are unreliable and uncertain.
India has many rivers and has formed watershed area. The available
surface water is used for drinking, agriculture, industries, ﬁsheries,
inland water transport and domestic use.
Ground Water: Ground water is the water present beneath earth
surface in soil pore spaces and in the fractures of rock formations. This
is mainly sourced through wells, tube wells, and springs. India uses
maximum of its underground water in the entire world. India is using
nearly 230 mega kilo meters of ground water (World Bank, 2010). A
total of 60% of agriculture and domestic water demand is met by 80%
of groundwater. Nearly 90% of water is provided to the rural areas
through groundwater only. According to the Government of India’s
Ministry of Water and Sanitation, 90 % of the demand for drinking
water and sanitation in the rural areas are met by underground water
resources.
In recent years, the demand for water and use of water has increased
substantially in India due to rapid rise in population, agricultural
and industrial growth and sharp increase in urbanization. But due
to inappropriate management of water, over exploitation of ground
water and water pollution has made India lose many rivers and lakes.
On one hand it has resulted in the reduction of ground water and
on the other hand it has negative impact on health. The increase in
demand for water has made it an economic good. Hence, drinking
water is also priced. Moreover the expenditure on supply of potable
drinking water also has increased.
Forest Resources
India has very diversiﬁed rich natural resources. Forests in the land
use classiﬁcation have second largest area after agriculture. Forest is
the home of many species of birds, animals, vegetation, plants and
trees. These forests are spread across the country. Each forest is
diverse and different from the other. These are grown naturally. But
human activity plays positive and negative impact on forests.
India’s current forest cover stands at 6,37,293 square kilometers
which is 19.39% of India’s geographical area of the total forest cover
of which 11.48 % constitute dense forest, 7.76% of open forest and
0.15% of mangrove forest.
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Importance of Forests
Civilizations, though took birth on river banks, they depended on
forests for food, cloth, medicinal plants and other requirements. A
small area of forest was cleared to produce food. But man’s dependence
for his other needs on forests continued. People still depend on forest
for paper, ﬁre wood, medicinal plants, food and grass.
Rural India’s population use ﬁrewood to cook food and boil water.
Rural people collect the fallen tree branches, dried tree from the
forest and use it as ﬁrewood. Live stocks and animals in hilly and dry
regions as well as during drought get fodder from forests. Leaves of the
trees, grass and bushes in forests provide protein food for livestock.
The roots of the trees in forests keep the soil intact and prevent soil
erosion due to water and air. The fallen leaves of the trees increases
the nutrients of the soil and thereby the fertility of the soil.
India has more than 1500 varieties of trees, of which most are used
for timber. Forests help paper factory, medicine factory and plywood
factory and other forest based industries.
From time immemorial, people have used forests to cure various
diseases. Even today many species of plants, trees and shrubs are
used in preparing the medicines that cure man’s diseases. These
medicinal plants, tree and shrubs are used in preparation of ayurvedic
medicines.
Forests are known for their diversiﬁed biological systems which
are beautiful. Therefore, few selected forests are developed as
entertainment places which has helped to develop tourism. Forests
are termed as green lungs as they release oxygen, help to recycle
oxygen and purify the air. Hence, it not only balances the eco-system
but also environment and economy.
Mineral Resources
Minerals are formed in the earth’s crust and mantle due to speciﬁc
chemical formation activity. They are distributed unequally in the
country. The extraction of minerals or other geological materials are
called as ‘Mining’. India is rich in mineral resources. Coal, iron ore,
aluminum, lead-zinc, manganese, chromite, gypsum, gold, bauxite,
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copper, mica, silver, lime stone, uranium, and thorium etc. minerals
are found in India. Minerals depending upon their characteristics
and usefulness are grouped into 1) Metallic minerals 2) Non Metallic
minerals and 3) Minerals Fuels.
1) Metallic Minerals: Metallic minerals are classiﬁed on the basis
of predominant metal. These include iron ores, manganese,
chromium, nickel, tungsten, gold, silver, platinum, copper,
lead, tin cadmium, and mercury.
2) Non Metallic Minerals: Non Metallic minerals are not metallic
ferrous and they are called as industrial minerals. These
include mica, asbestos, pyrites, salt, gypsum, silica, fertilizers,
nitrates, potash and phosphates and clay.
3) Mineral Fuels: Mineral fuels include the energy resources like
coal, petroleum, natural gas and atomic minerals.
Importance of Mineral Resources
Economic development of a country depends on the proper usage
of the available mineral resources. The development economic system
of modern civilization rests on the usage of mineral resources in
agriculture, industrial and other sectors. Therefore, mineral resources
play a decisive role in a countries economic development. The following
factors explain the role of mineral resources.
1. Agricultural Development: Minerals provide important
agricultural implements and machines to modern agriculture.
It also provides nitrates, potash, and phosphates which are
used to produce chemical fertilizers. Hence minerals contribute
to the agricultural growth.
2. Industrial Development: Industrialization is impossible
without minerals. Minerals provide raw material to industries
such as iron and steel, cement, oil etc. Many of the small and
heavy machineries required for industrialization is made from
minerals.
3. Development of transport facilities: Transportation is
important segment of service sector. The infrastructure
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requirements of land transport (Rail and Road transports),
ship transport and aviation are provided by minerals in the
form of railway tracks, damber and concrete, road bridges etc.
It also helps in building railway bogies, bus coaches, ships
and airplanes by providing required iron and steel, copper,
zinc, aluminum and other metals. The mineral fuels provide
the energy for transport.
4. Proper supply of electricity: Copper and aluminum wires
are used to transfer electric current. Production activities in
advanced economic system depend on electricity. In order to
produce and transport the energy resources, minerals are
required.
5. Increase standard of living: Mineral resources along with
the development of agriculture and industry sector helps
in manufacture of home appliances like cooking utensils,
furniture, decorative jewels etc.. This helps in improving the
standard of living.
6. National security: Mineral resources provide raw material to
manufacture riﬂes, machine guns, nuclear bomb, patrolling,
and war vehicles. They help to protect the internal and external
security.
Important Mineral Resources of India
1) Iron Ore: Iron being the essential raw material, plays an
important role in steel production. India is one of the leading producers
as well as exporters of iron ore in the world. India has 20 percent of the
world’s iron reserves. Bihar, Odisha, and Madhya Pradesh produce
superior quality iron. Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh
produce inferior quality of iron. In Karnataka, Kuduremukha and
Kemmannugundi have iron ore mines and Badravati has an iron and
steel factory. India at present, when compared with other countries
produces steel at minimum cost.
2) Manganese: Manganese is not found as free metal in nature
however manganese consisting of oxides, silicates and carbonates are
common. Majority of manganese is used in steel industry. This ore
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is usually found in layered stones and in graphite stones in the form
of oxide. This is used in plastic, glass production, battery cathodes,
fertilizer and tiles etc. In India manganese is found abundantly in the
states of Odisha, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra
Pradesh, Jharkhand and Goa.
3) Bauxite: Bauxite is considered as 20th century’s important
mineral as it is the primary source of aluminum metal. Aluminum
is used for the manufacturing of plane, electric equipments and
production of home appliances. This is available primarily in states
such as Odisha, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Chhattisgarh, Madhya
Pradesh, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
4) Mica: Mica is also known as ‘Abhraka’. Mica is used in
manufacture of electrical equipment’s, glass, radio, telephone and
telegraph as it can withstand high temperature and is bad conductor
of electricity. India is one of the leading suppliers of Mica to the world.
India produces Mica to the tune of 80% of the world’s output. Rajasthan,
Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka states
are the main producers of Mica.
5) Gold: Gold is most prized as an object of beauty and for its
unique properties like stability, electrical conductivity, malleability,
reﬂectivity and ductility. Gold is used as decorative material. It is
used extensively in making of Jewellery. The important gold ﬁelds
in the country were Karnataka’s Kolar Gold Field in Kolar (closed in
2001) and Hatti Gold ﬁelds in Raichur. Presently gold is produced
from three mines viz Hutti, Uti, Hirabuddni (HGML) in Karnataka and
as by product from basemetal sulphide deposits of Khetri (Rajasthan),
Mosabani, Singhbhum, Kundrekocha (Jharkhand). Karnataka
produces the largest amount of gold in Karnataka.
6) Bronze: Bronze is harder than copper and pure iron. It is more
fusible and hence easier to cast and far more resistant to corrosion.
The main things that are made out of bronze are pump arts, bearings,
bells, electrical components, gears, valves etc. Bihar, Madhya Pradesh,
Assam, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Sikkim and Rajasthan have bronze
mines.
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7) Zinc and Lead: Naturally lead occurs with Zinc. Zinc is used
in roofs, gutters, fences, calculators, and fertilizers. These are used
in producing mixed ores. These are mainly found in Rajasthan,
Bihar, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim, Andhra
Pradesh, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Odisha state.
8) Limestone: Limestone is a sedimentary rock composed
primarily of calcium carbonate in the form of mineral calcite.
Limestone is used in the manufacture of cement, glass, steel & iron,
mortar and concrete. Karnataka is the leading state in availability of
limestone reserves followed by Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Rajasthan,
Meghalaya, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Maharashtra
and Uttarakhand.
Energy Resources in India
Goods cannot be produced without the usage of energy resources.
All the sectors in the economy require energy for its development.
Agriculture, industries and service sectors has sufﬁciently progressed
on the utilization of energy resources. All the developmental activities
directly or indirectly depend on energy resources. The level of usage
of energy is also considered as one of the indicator of development.
Naturally available coal, petroleum products, natural gas, wind are
primarily natural resources which are transformed into various energy
resources.
Classiﬁcation of Energy Resources
Energy Resources are classiﬁed as Traditional and non-traditional
energy sources, Renewable and Non- Renewable energy resources.
Traditional Energy Resources: Energy resources, which have
been traditionally used for many decades, more so commonly used
around 1973 oil crisis, are called as traditional energy resources.
They are also called as conventional energy sources.
Non-Traditional Energy Sources: the energy resources which
are considered for large scale use after the 1973 crisis are called nontraditional energy sources. They are also called as non-conventional
energy sources.
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Traditional Energy Resources
Traditional Energy Resources are also called as conventional energy
resources. These are further classiﬁed into two namely, 1) Commercial
Energy Resources and 2) Non-commercial Energy Resources.
1) Commercial Energy Resources: These include coal, petroleum,
natural gas and electricity. All are exhaustible energies except
for the hydroelectricity.
2) Non-commercial Energy Resources: These mainly include
ﬁre wood, cow dung cake, agricultural waste and are renewable
energy resources. These are mainly used in cooking and for
domestic use.
Non traditional Energy Resources
Non traditional energy resources are also called as Non-conventional
energy resources for e.g. solar, wind, biomass, geothermal etc... The
energy resources are classiﬁed as renewable and non-renewable.
Renewable: resources which are renewed by nature continuously
and their supply is not affected by the rate of the consumption is called
as renewable resources for e.g., solar, wind, biomass, geothermal,
hydro etc..
Non-Renewable: Resources which are ﬁnite and which do not
get replenished after their consumption are called non-renewable
resources for e.g. fossil fuels, uranium etc..
Main Energy Resources of India
The important energy resources of India are coal, petroleum,
natural gas, solar, wind, hydro, nuclear, etc. Let us know about them
in brief
Coal: Coal is most abundant and burnt fossil fuel in the world.
This is also called as ‘Black Diamond’. Coal burning produces harmful
byproducts like nitrogen, carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide which
pollute the environment.
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Based on the content of carbon the coal is divided into:
(1) Anthracite: Anthracites coal is very hard and shiny. If the
carbon amount is 95% or more, it is called anthracite coal. It is
used in manufacturing sector, industries and coke preparation.
(2) Bituminous: Bituminous coal ignites easily and burns long
with a relatively high ﬂame. If the carbon amount is from 42%
to 83%, it is classiﬁed as bituminous coal. The world 80% of
world’s total coal deposits is of bituminous coal.
(3) Lignite: Lignite is the lowest rank of coal. If the carbon amount
is less than 38%, it is considered as lignite coal. It contains
15% of the total ore. It has lower heating value and mostly
used in steel factories.
In India coal mines are in Bokaro and Jhariain Jharkhand,
Raniganj in West Bengal, Korba in Chhattisgarh, Umaria in Madhya
Pradesh, Nagpur region in Maharashtra, and Singareni in Telangana.
Petroleum Productions
Petroleum is often referred as ‘liquid gold’ due to its importance
as a fuel in transportation. It is hydrocarbon which is highly sensitive
and ﬂammable. Crude oil is a mixture of different hydrocarbons. The
different hydrocarbon components of crude oil are called fractions
which are separated from each other by the process of fractional
distillation. The crude oil is boiled and recondensed to separate
the components based on their ranges of boiling points. The further
processing of it will result in various petroleum products like
liqueﬁed petroleum gas, kerosene, petrol, diesel, jet fuel, sulphur and
lubricants. These are mostly used in automobiles, trains, airplanes,
ships, industries and agriculture. Petroleum products have the share
of 44% in the total India’s energy consumption. In India petroleum
products are explored from Bombay High in Maharashtra, Cochin in
Kerala, Ankleshwar in Gujarat and Thanjavur in Tamil Nadu.
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Natural Gas
Natural gas is one of the cleanest, safest and useful form of energy.
Natural gas is a mixture of 95% methane and rest of it is propane and
ethane. This gas is usually produced near crude oil deposits. Natural
gas is found in the reservoirs beneath the surface of the earth.
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) is being used in public transport
system. It is helping to reduce the air pollution in major cities. It is
a fossil fuel. It originated from the reservoir of plants and animals
that lived many millions of years ago. These organisms were buried
and exposed to heat as a result of being compressed underneath
thousands of meters of soil and rock. These forces compressed the
remains of organism into natural gas.
Solar Energy
Sun’s energy is the primary source for all surface phenomena and
life on earth. Sun gives 10,000 times more energy then what man
uses at present. Among renewable energy, solar energy is used more
in India. Photovoltaics method is used to convert solar energy into
electric current. Solar energy in India is used in daily activities of life
such as cooking, boiling water and illuminating street and household
lights. This energy in pollution free and day by day the demand for
utilizing the solar energy is increasing. India has 7,00,000 photovoltaic
systems generating 44 megawatts of electricity.
Wind Mills
India has suitable atmosphere to produce wind energy. Wind
energy cannot be produced equally at all the places. Wind turbines
are established at coastal and hilly areas due to high wind ﬂows in
those places. In the renewable energy resources wind energy is gaining
important as it is environmental friendly. The initial cost though is
high, the yields derived out of it in the future is more due to less
operating expenses. In India wind energy is initiated in 800 centers
at 24 states with 193 wind supervision units generating 45000
megawatts of electricity.
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Hydro Electricity
Hydro Electric is one of the oldest methods of producing power.
Hydroelectric power is referred to the electricity generated by
hydroelectric power. The electrical power is produced through the use
of gravitational force of falling or ﬂowing water i.e., converting the ﬂow
of energy of ﬂowing water into mechanical energy. This energy is non
polluting and the cost of production is relatively less. This technology
can be used with conﬁdence by storing the water in the reservoirs.
Generally hydroelectricity is produced by constructing small, medium
or large dams across rivers.
In 1902, for the ﬁrst time in India, hydroelectricity was generated
at Shivana Samudra in Karnataka. Hirakud, Damodar, Bakranangal,
Nagarjuna Sagar, Kosi and Farakka dams are the major hydroelectric
stations in India.
Nuclear Energy
Nuclear energy is the energy in the nucleus or core, of an atom.
The nuclear reaction releases nuclear energy to generate heat which
is used in steam turbines to produce electricity in the nuclear power
stations. Uranium and thorium are mainly used to produce nuclear
energy. There is a probability to produce greater amount of electricity
through nuclear then coal. Atomic energy commission of India was
established in 1948. It aimed to (1) Organize and train the nuclear
scientists for the research to ﬁnd new nuclear minerals deposits
etc. (2) Encourage the research and development in nuclear power
technology.
At present India have 7 atomic power stations and 21 nuclear
reactors producing 5308 MW of electricity. The ﬁrst nuclear power
station was established at Tarapur in Maharashtra in 1969. Later
nuclear power station was established at Narora in U.P, Rana
Pratap Sagar in Rajasthan, Kakrapar in Gujarat, Kalpakkam and
Kudankulam in Tamil Nadu, and Kaiga in Karnataka. The disposal
of radioactive waste is still a worrying factor. If not stored properly
or unsafe disposal of waste or is extremely hazardous and can leak
radiations.
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EXERCISE

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1)

The resource which is available at all places is _______
a) Wind

2)

4)

5)

c) Petroleum

d) Coal

The nuclear power station at Tharapura in Maharashtra was
established in the year_______
a) 1999

3)

b) Minerals

b) 1989

c) 1979

d) 1969

The type of coal which has the highest amount of carbon is
______
a) Anthracite

b) Bituminous

c) Lignite

d) None of the above

The important factors that contribute for the soil erosion is
______________
a) Forceful ﬂow of water

b) Heavy wind

c) Use of chemicals

d) All the above

The state producing the largest amount of gold is ________
a) Karnataka

b) Tamil Nadu

c) Madhya Pradesh

d) Andhra Pradesh

I. Fill in the blank.
1)

The Atomic Energy Commission in India was established in the
year________

2)

Natural gas is a combination of ____________ and __________

3)

Petroleum is often referred as liquid __________

4)

Manganese ore is mainly available in _________ and __________
of stones in form of oxides.

5)

Mica is also called as ____________
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II. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1)

Write the meaning of natural resources.

2)

Give an example for pure energy resources.

3)

What is land utilization?

4)

What is underground water?

5)

What is solar energy?

III.Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1)

Name the different kinds of natural resources?

2)

Which are the traditional and non traditional energy resources?

3)

Mention four advantages of forests.

4)

What are different types of coal?

5)

Name any four nuclear power stations.

IV.Answer the
sentences.

following

questions

in

about

eight

1)

Explain the role of natural resources in the economic
development?

2)

Discuss the reasons for the soil erosion and measures for soil
conservation?

3)

Explain the role of mineral resources in economic development
of India?

4)

Write a note on renewable resources?

5)

Write a note on water resources in India?
Project Work

1) Make a list of renewable and non-renewable resources.
2) Collect information and write about the rivers and lakes in your district.

YY
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Chapter –3
Human Resource in India
“A suitable plan should be formed in order to utilize vast resources and
human power”
- J.C. Kumarappa
“We now get the larger part of our industrial growth not from more capital
investment, but from investment in men and improvements brought about
by improved men”
-Galbraith

Introduction
Human resource plays a decisive role in a nation’s economic
development. Human resource is required to efﬁciently utilize the
natural resources to pave the way for economic development of a
country. These human resources depend upon the quantity and
quality of the population in a nation. Human resources provide
appropriate quantity of able skilled labour for productive activities
for the development. Then, what are human resources? What is its
role in the holistic growth of a country? What are the reasons for
the population growth? What are the effects of population growth?
What are the measures to control population? What is manpower
planning? Why is manpower planning done? The study of this chapter
will enable to answer these questions and also know about various
issues on human resources in India.
Meaning of Human resources
The appropriate utilization of physical capital of the nation depends
on that nation’s human capital. Human resource quality plays an
important role in attaining economic development. The human resource
depends on the quantity of population, its ability, skills, efﬁciency,
education level, knowledge of technology and entrepreneurships
quality etc. Human resources according to Adam Smith refer to
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“the acquired and useful abilities of all the inhabitants or members
of the society. The acquisition of such talents, by the maintenance of
the acquirer during his education, study, or apprenticeship always
costs a real expense, which is a capital ﬁxed a realized as it were, in
his person”.
Importance of Human Resources
There is a close and positive relationship between human
resources and economic development. Efﬁcient human resource is
a necessity condition for a nation’s economic development. Hence,
if nation’s human resource increases, the economic growth of the
nation also increases. The economy will remain under developed in
case if there is a deﬁciency in human resources or human capital.
That is why human resource is the lifeline of economic development.
Alfred Marshall points out that ‘Investment on human development is
the most precious among all the forms of capital’.
The importance of human resources in economic development is
discussed below:
1) Supply of labour: Various productive activities effectively
utilize human capabilities, skills, efﬁciency, etc., of the human
resources. For example, agricultural and industrial workers,
experienced doctors, teachers etc.
2) Security of a nation: Human resources supply the required
human capital for land, air and naval forces as well as efﬁcient
administrators for the internal and external security of the
country.
3) Proper use of physical capital: Human capital is required
for efﬁcient utilization of the available natural resources in
the country such as forest, water, land, minerals and energy
resources for the economic development of the nation. A country
with efﬁcient human resource uses the available physical
capital in the productive activities without much wastage to
enable the overall economic development.
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4) Invention and Innovation: Human resources with good quality
education through invention and innovation give stimulus to
production activities with the new technology.
5) Creation of good civilized society: A good civilized society
requires citizens with high educational values, good human
and moral values, which are provided by human resources. It
helps to develop the ethical sense among the citizens to know
which is good or bad, correct or incorrect to create a better
civilized society.
6) Development of transport and communication: Efﬁcient
work force is required for the development of transport and
communication, which is a lifeline of a countries economic
system. Human resources provides trained and entrepreneurial
work force for the development of transport and communication.
7) Development of Quality population: Quality human resource
is created by imparting education, health, training, skills to
the population which enhances the quality of the population
that in turn contributes towards the economic development.
India’s population Size and growth
India has 2.4% of world’s total land area. But, it is home to 17%
of world’s population. India’s population was 102.86 crores as per the
2001 census report which increased to 121.02 crores in 2011. The
net increase during this period was 18.16 crores. This indicates the
increasing pressure of population.
The growth of India’s population can be divided into four parts.
They are,
1) Stable population growth (1891-1921)
2) Fast growth of population (1921-1951)
3) Population explosion (1951-1981)
4) High growth rate of population with declining sign of slowing
down (1981-2011)
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First stage: Stable population growth (1891-1921)
The India’s population in 1891 was 23.6 crores which by 1921
increased to 25.1 crores. During these 30 years the population
just increased by 1.5 crores which is 0.19 % of the growth rate of
population per annum. The population growth was static. During this
period there was a high level of birth rate and death rate. This is the
ﬁrst level of population change.
Second stage: Fast growth of population (1921-1951)
The India’s population in 1921 was 25.1 crores which by 1951
increased to 36.1 crores which is 1.22% of the growth rate of population
per annum. This is the second level of population growth. In this
period, the population growth increased rapidly due to decrease in
death rate. Till 1921 the growth rate of population was moderate.
Hence the year of 1921 is also called as the year of great divide. During
the period 1911-1921, total population for the ﬁrst time reduced. But
after 1921 the population increased considerably due to the control
on contagious diseases like cholera, plague, smallpox.
Third stage: Population explosion (1951-1981)
During the third stage (1951-1981) the India’s population increased
from 36.1 crores to 68.3 crores which are at the growth rate of 2.14%
per annum. During this stage the birth rate increased at higher level,
but the death rate decreased rapidly. In this stage the population
explosion was recorded due to rapid increase in population.
Fourth stage: High growth rate of population with declining sign
of slowing down (1981-2011)
The fourth stage (1981-2011) indicates high growth of population
with deﬁnite sign of slowing down. In 1981, the India’s population
was 68.3 crores which increased to 121.02 crores in 2011. During the
2001-2011 the average annual population growth rate was 1.76%,
which indicates population increase with slow rate.
Reasons for population growth in India
In India, population is increasing rapidly. In 1901, the India’s
population was 23.6 crores which by 2011 increased to 121.02 crores.
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Today, India is the 2nd most populous country in the world after
China. The reasons for population growth in any county including
India can be classiﬁed into two factors, they are
1) Reasons attributed to increase in high birth rate
2) Reasons attributed to decline in death rate
Main causes for Increase in Birth rate
In order to understand the true nature for the reasons of population
explosion in India, we must analyze the reasons for rise in birth rate.
The main reason for the increasing population growth is increase in
birth rate. The reasons attributed for the increase in birth rate can be
classiﬁed into (1) Economical, (2) Social and (3) Geographical factors.
Economical reasons
The important economic factors for the increase in birth rate are,
1) Pre dominance of Agriculture: India is mainly an agrarian
country. 48.9% of people depend on agriculture for their
livelihood. Agriculture uses labour intensive technology,
and hence there is great demand for labour. The important
agriculture activities like removing weeds, sowing, reaping,
harvesting and transportation of output in traditional system
require more labour. The members of family are involved
in agriculture activities. As more labourers are required in
agriculture sector, it contributes to increase in birth rate.
2) Widespread Poverty: The reason for high growth in birth
rate in India is existence of wide spread poverty. The situation
where people cannot fulﬁl their minimum basic needs is
termed as poverty. Poor people, who do not own any asset or
wealth, consider children born to them as their assets, where
the children’s income earned contributes to the family. Hence
birth rate among people living below poverty line is high. 21.9%
live below poverty line in India in 2010-11.
3) Slow growth of Urbanization: Industrialization in India is not
rapid hence there is slow growth of Urbanization. 31.16% of
population lives in urban areas according to the 2011 census.
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Generally, the average family size in urban areas is less whereas
68.84% of population lives in rural areas in India and their
average family size is large. Lack of basic education, lack of
awareness on family planning has resulted in increase of birth
rate in rural areas. This contributes for the rapid increase in
population.
Social reasons
Social system in India also contributes for increase in population.
The important among them are:
1) Universal Marriage: In India, marriage is considered as
social necessity and generally all get married. Naturally, this
contributes to the increase in the population.
2) Child Marriage: In India, though the minimum age of women
to get married is 18 years, unfortunately in many regions of
India, women are married before they attain 18 years which
allows them to deliver more children. This also contributes
towards increase in population.
3) Joint Family: Joint family system is predominant in Indian
families system In Joint family systems, generally parents
expect more children.
4) Superstitious Beliefs: In Indian society, there exists a blind
belief that a male child brings salvation. Hence in a desire
to have a male child, the family size increases. This also
contributes to the rise in population.
5) Illiteracy: Illiteracy and ignorance among people prevent them
from adopting family planning. This also contributes to the
increase in population.
Geographical reasons
India is a tropical country where girls attain puberty at early age
which in some cases leads to early marriages. This increases the
fertility rate among women which contribute towards the increase in
population.
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Major causes for the Decline in Death Rate
The important reasons for the rapid decline in death rate are
discussed below :
1) Control on drought and famines: The occurrences of drought
and famines were contributing to high death rate. Government
of India has successfully implemented many programmes to
prevent drought and famines including distribution of food
grains and other essential items through public distribution
systems which lowered the death rates.
2) Control of Epidemics: Pre-independent India witnessed many
deadly contagious diseases such as cholera, plague, chicken pox,
etc., which led to the increase in death rates. During the postindependent India, control over these deadly diseases through
expansion of health and medical facilities has contributed
towards the decline in death rates. For instance, malaria, viral
fever, tuberculosis was affecting many people. Government
of India successfully implemented many programmes which
controlled these diseases. These has brought down death rate
and increased population growth.
3) Spread of Education Facilities: India has extended education
facilities to urban and rural areas. As a result the educated
become health conscious and are leading healthy life style.
This contributes in bringing down the death rate.
4) Other Factors: Government in post-independent India is
providing the basic minimum needs to majority of its citizens
such as healthy and protein food, safe drinking water, sanitation
etc.,. This has helped to improve the health of the citizens and
has brought down the death rate.
Population Explosion: Meaning and Causes
If the country’s population is converted into good human resources,
it will lead to the economic development. But due to lack of sufﬁcient
funds converting the entire population into quality human resources
is difﬁcult. Thus the increasing population poses hurdles to economic
development and creates several socio-economic problems. If the
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government utilizing the existing resources is unable to provide the
adequate basic needs to its population, it is termed as population
explosion. It leads to several problems and the important among them
are given below:
1) Higher national income but lower per capita income:
Though the national income is increasing year after year, the
increasing population is not allowing it to convert into increase
in per capita income and their standard of living.
2) Problem of Food: Rapid rate of growth in population has
given rise to food problem. T.R. Malthus has explained that
if population growth is not reduced consciously it will affect
development. If population growth rate is higher than food
grain production rate, then the problem of food will emerge.
3) Increase in Dependent Population: The increase in population
increases the children (below 14) and elders (above 60 years)
who are generally considered as dependent population.
4) Unemployment and Poverty: The rapid increase in population
increases the problem of unemployment and poverty. The
existence of disguised and seasonal unemployment in rural
areas and under employment in urban areas is responsible for
poverty. Poverty and unemployment are two burning problems
hindering the economic development.
5) Adverse effect on Environment: Rapid increase in population
will have adverse effect on environment. The increased
population will lead to cutting of more forests and more
pressure on resources and land.
6) Burden of increased Social security cost:
Increased
population increases the social security costs. The government
has to increase its expenditure on education, health, medical
and shelter.
7) Low rate of capital formation: Rapid increase of population
has decreased the savings and capital formation capacity. This
will hinder economic development.
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Thus rising population brings reactive results on economy and
hinders economic growth of the nation and welfare of the people. If
these problems are not solved, it will lead to grave problems.
Important Methods of population control
Many programmes are initiated to control the rapid increase in
population. The important among them are:
1) To promote rapid industrialization in order to reduce population
pressure on agriculture.
2) To create employment opportunities in rural and urban areas.
3) To reduce birth rate by universalizing education. To create
awareness on marriage, family systems, family planning and
theory of population.
4) Enhancing rational attitude by expanding transport and
communication facilities and encourage migration from one
place to another place.
5) To improve the status of women by removing the economic and
social discrimination.
6) Adopting family planning methods by couples by developing
the attitude to have the child by choice.
7) To encourage the desire to have small families by increasing
the standard of living of the people.
Population policy
Solutions for the problem of population explosion call a deﬁnite
population policy. Government policies in order to control population
growth by implementing birth control measures are called as
population policy. According to planning commission, population
policy in India is based on two fundamental factors. They are:
1) Reduction in population growth rate of the country.
2) Improving the economic conditions of the masses stage by
stage in order to attain economic development of the country.
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National population policy 1976
The government of India declared a comprehensive population
policy in 1976. The main aim of the policy is to control the rapid
increase in the population growth. This policy promotes people to
follow family planning voluntarily. The main characteristics of this
policy are:
1) To bring down the birth rate from 35 to 25 per thousand people.
2) To bring down the population growth rate to 1.4 percent.
3) The minimum marriageable age for females was increased from
15 to 18 years and marriage age for males was increased from
18 to 21years.
4) The registration of marriages are made compulsory.
5) Proper use of education system to create awareness of the
population problem in younger people and raising education
level of the females.
6) Use of media for spreading the family planning message among
the rural masses.
7) Teaching the population studies (demography) in educational
institutions.
New National Population Policy 2000 (NNP)
The government of India announced its new National population
policy on 15th February 2000. The long term policy aimed to achieve a
stable population by 2045 to a level consistent with the requirements of
sustainable economic growth, social development and environmental
protection. The main characteristics of the new national population
policy are:
1) Reducing the infant mortality rate to below 30 for every 1000
live births.
2) Reducing maternal mortality rate to below 100 per one lakh
live births.
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3) To achieve 80% of institutional deliveries and 100 % deliveries
by trained doctors and nurses.
4) To bring awareness among public on AIDS and other contagious
diseases.
5) Encouraging vigorously the small family with two children.
6) Providing necessity facilities for safe abortion.
7) Implementing strict laws against child marriages.
8) Educating parents to marry off their daughters preferably after
attaining 20 years of age.
9) Providing health insurance facilities for families living below
poverty line and the families which have under gone family
planning operation after two children.
10) To formulate National population committee under the
leadership of the Prime Minister for the effective implementation
of population policy.
Family planning
The method of consciously controlling the size of family is called
family planning. The Family Planning was introduced in 1952 in India.
Later this programme was renamed as ‘Family Welfare Program’ in
1977. The important objectives of the family planning are:
1) To promote families to adopt ‘small family, compact family’
model.
2) To have children by choice and not by chance.
3) Establishing family planning centers in all the places to enable
the availability of family planning methods. All the Primary
Health Centers to have family planning methods and facilities.
4) To provide ﬁnancial incentives to those who adopt family
planning measures.
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5) Providing healthy protein food and universal immunization for
protecting the mother and the child.
6) Spread of education among women.
Family planning is an ideal concept for a small happy family. This
can be implemented in two ways namely 1) postponing the marriage,
practicing the Brahmacharya voluntarily and 2) use of contraceptives,
abortions, and undergoing tubectomy or vasectomy to control size of
the family.
Density of Population
Unequal distribution of population is the important characteristic
of Indian population. On the one hand the density of population is
high in the urban, industrial areas and regions with high agriculture
productivity. It is low in hill stations, deserts and thick forests areas.
The density of population refers to average number of persons
living per square kilometer of area within the territory of the country.
The density of population of a country is calculated by dividing its total
population by its total geographical area. The density of population in
India was 324 per sq.km in 2001 census which increased to 382 per
sq. km in 2011 census. This is much higher than the world’s density
of population. The world’s density of population is 46 persons per sq.
km.
The main features of India’s high density of population are:
1) Continuous increase in density of population: In 1951, the
density of population was 117 persons per sq.km which in
1971 increased to 177 persons per sq. km; in 1991 the density
of population was 274 persons per sq. km which further
increased to 382 persons per sq. km. in 2011. If the density of
population increases continuously it implies that availability
of land per person is declining.
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2) Difference in the density of population in India: In India, the
density of Population differs from one state to another state. In
2011, among states, Bihar with 1106 persons per sq.km has
the highest density of population whereas Arunachal Pradesh
with 17 persons per sq.km has the least density of population.
In Karnataka, the density of population is 319 persons per
sq.km.
Among union territories in 2011 Delhi with 11,297 persons per
sq.km has the highest density of population. India compared with
other nations of the world, India is a medium level country in density
of population.
Main Factors affecting Density of Population in India
Density of Population is mainly affected by many factors such
as natural factors, climate, distribution of rain, irrigation, transport
development, trade and commerce, industrialization, urbanization
etc. The important among them are:
1) Geographical Area: Geographical area is one of the strong
factors affecting the density of population. Compared to hilly
areas, fertile plains have more density of population. Hilly
areas are less fertile and there means of livelihood are scarce as
scope for agricultural activities is low. There are constraints in
the growth of Industry, transport and other economic activities
which in turn restricts the size of population. Himalaya region
occupies 13% of India’s geographical area, where only 1 to 2%
of population of India lives there. The fertile vast plains provide
good opportunities for agriculture, industry and service sector
development, therefore more population lives in these areas.
2) Climate: Climate is another important factor which affects the
density of population. Rainfall and temperature are the main
factors in climate that affect the density of population. The
extreme temperature avoids settling of the people whereas good
climatic conditions support the higher density of population.
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3) Soil: India is predominantly agriculture dominated country.
Hence soil plays important factor in determining the density
of population. Good fertile soil will lead to high density of
population whereas desert soil and hilly soil will lead to low
density of population. In India, Sindh, Ganga, Brahmaputra
and other rivers beds have more fertile soil for agriculture.
Similarly, the Deccan Plateau. These areas have high density
of population.
4) Availability of water: Availability of water plays an important
role in determining density of population in a particular place
as water is the basic necessity for drinking and other household
chores as well as for agriculture, industry and services. Rivers
are main sources of providing water facility hence there will be
more density of population on river banks.
5) Mineral Resources: Industries are established in the areas of
minerals resources. The density of population will be high in
these areas as industries provide employment.
6) Industries progress: The development of industries attracts
the higher density of population as it provides employment
and other beneﬁts of urban areas.
7) Transport and communication System: There is direct
relationship between development of transport and
communication facility and density of population. The regions
with good transport and communication facilities in India
naturally have higher density of population whereas areas like
Himalaya region have lesser density of population due to lack
of transport and communication facilities.
Man Power planning in India
The term manpower planning or human capital formation
implies the development of abilities and skill by imparting training
according to the utilization of the human resources. In other words
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manpower planning estimates the demand for labour in each sector
and accordingly trains and supply the labour. Hence it helps in the
optimum utilization of human resources in the country. This helps
to solve the unemployment problem in the country. It also helps to
increase labour efﬁciency, capability and skills in the work force.
Man power planning is implemented effectively in the four stages
namely:
1) To estimate the total supply of workforce (labour) at a particular
point of time.
2) To estimate the possibility of employment creation in different
economic sectors.
3) Based on the requirement of labour demand, education and
occupation training will be developed and provided.
4) To employ the efﬁcient labor force who has suitable education
and training.
Characteristics of Man Power planning in India
The important characteristics of Man power planning in India are:
1) Creating employment opportunities based on the demand.
2) To implement policy for the development of necessary resources
for increasing quality of human resources.
3) Providing best training to ongoing employees stage by stage to
increase their efﬁciency.
4) Sector wise distribution of human resources to utilize them
efﬁciently.
5) The study of Demography to be given its due importance.
6) Emphasis on overall development of human capital.
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EXERCISE

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1)

According to 2011 census ______________ percentage of
population live in urban areas of India.
a) 31.16

2)

b) 27.85

c) 41.16

d) 37.85

The ﬁrst country to introduce family planning in the world
is_______________.
a) China

3)

b) India

c) Bangladesh

d) Sri Lanka

The reason for the rapid growth in population is ___________.
a) Rise in the birth rate
b) Rise in the death rate
c) Rise in birth rate and decline in death rate
d) none of the above

4)

5)

The state having the least density of population is _________.
a) Arunachal Pradesh

b) Nagaland

c) Himachal Pradesh

d) Madhya Pradesh

The negative growth rate of population was ﬁrst recorded
during ________decade.
a) 1961-1971

b) 1941-1951

c) 1911-1921

d) 1901-1911
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II. Fill in the blanks given following sentences.
1)

_________________ is the lifeline of economic development.

2)

As per census of 2011,the state having the highest density of
population is _______________

3)

In India, as per the Act, the minimum marriageable age for
female is ________________ and for male is____________

4)

Family planning in India was introduced in the year _________

5)

In India, majority of workforce depends on ____________
sector for their livelihood.

III.Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1)

What are the Human resources?

2)

What is density of population?

3)

What is family planning?

4)

What is Manpower planning?

5)

What is the population of India as per census of 2011?

IV.Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1)

Name the two objectives of family planning.

2)

Which fundamental factors is the population policies based
in India?

3)

Write the different stages of population growth in India.

4)

Mention any two consequences of population explosion.

5)

Mention any two methods of population control.
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V. Answer the
sentences.

following

questions

in

about

eight

1)

Explain the role of human resources in economic development.

2)

Discuss the reasons for population growth in India.

3)

Explain important characteristics of new national population
policy of 2000.

4)

Discuss the important factors that affect the density of
population in India.

5)

Mention the important characteristics of Man power planning
in India.

Project Work
1) Know the population of your village/ town/ district.
2) Know the density of population of your village/ town/ district.

YY
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Chapter – 4
Land Reforms, Green Revolution and
Agriculture Development
“The real minimum wage is zero: unemployment.”
– Thomas Sowell
“There is no God greater than Food (Anna)”
– Sarvajna
“Independence does not have any meaning until the welfare of farming and
labour class happen in rural areas”
– Mahatma Gandhi

Introduction :
India is an agrarian economy, but, India in the early years of
post independence suffered from food deﬁcit. Hence it imported the
food grains in order to feed its ever increasing population. The food
grain during 1950-51 was 50.8 million tons which increased to 254
million tons in 2013-14. India is now self-reliant in food production
and exporting food grains. India is marching ahead in agricultural
development. This is because of the strong foundation laid by land
reforms, green revolution water resources development, technology
and technical usage. If so, what is land reform? What are its main
objectives? Which are the main methods to implement land reforms?
What is green revolution? What are the advantages and disadvantages
of green revolution? What is irrigation system? What are the main
sources of irrigation system in India? The objective of this chapter is
to ﬁnd answer to these questions and also know various other issues
on land reforms, green revolution and agriculture development.
Land Reforms
Land reform refers to changes brought as a result of direct
intervention in the agrarian structure. The main objective of the
land reforms is to increase agriculture productivity by redistributing
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the land in the favor of the cultivator. Then tiller will be encouraged
to use the scarce land resources more judiciously and contribute
to agriculture productivity. Productivity in agriculture is mainly
dependent on two sets of factors namely (1) Technological factors (2)
Institutional factor. Let us discuss them brieﬂy.
(1) Technological Factors: The use of technological factors are the
use of inputs and methods such as improved seeds, fertilizers,
improved ploughs, tractors, harvesters, irrigation etc. help to
raise productivity.
(2) Institutional Factors: The institutional reforms include the
redistribution of land ownership in favor of the cultivators.
It creates a sense of participation in cultivators in rural life.
The other institutional reforms are abolition of intermediaries,
improving the size of farms, providing security of tenure,
regulation of rent etc.
This help us to remove the feudal system and also do away from
small size of farms, sub division and fragmentation, insecurity of
tenancy rights, high rents etc. These negatives pose hurdles to raise
productivity and if removed, agriculture productivity will increase.
The important measures taken by the Government to implement
land reforms are;
1) Abolition of Intermediaries a) Abolishing Intermediaries
2) Tenancy reforms

a) Regulation of rent
b) Security of tenure for tenants

3) Ownership reforms

a) Conferring the ownership on tiller

4) Management reforms

a) Ceiling and ﬂoors on land holding
b) Consolidation of land holdings

5) Co-operative farms

a) Encouragement for the organization
of Co-operative farms
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Land reforms are holistic part of agricultural system. Farmer
plays a crucial role in land reforms. The purpose of land reforms is
to provide land ownership to the cultivator. This brings in social and
economic efﬁciency.
Importance of Land Reforms
The importance of land reforms are;1. Land reforms eliminate intermediaries between cultivators and
government.
2. Regulation of rent, security of tenure and conferring the
ownership to tiller etc. Reforms will increase productivity
and income in agriculture. It also increases the capital in
agriculture.
3. Ceiling and ﬂoor on land holding will help to make marginal
and small holdings economic holdings.
4. Redistribution of land holdings by removing the division and
fragmentation of land holdings and increase in productivity.
5. Co-operative agriculture holdings will be organized and cooperative farming is encouraged. It will help the overall rural
development.
Methods to Implement Land Reforms
Abolition of intermediaries: During the British rule in India,
agriculture growth was stagnant. It was attributed to the exploitative
agrarian relations. There were three important systems of land tenure
in India namely (1) Zamindari system, (2) Ryotwari system and (3)
Mahalwari system.
(1) Zamindari system
This system was introduced by Lord Cornwallis who was the
Governor General of British India in 1793 in Bengal. Under the
system, the Zamindars were allotted a large piece of land and given full
proprietor ship of large area of land. Further Zamindars redistributed
their land into small holdings and gave it to farmers. The Zamindars
collected the rent from the farmers and in turn paid the pre-determined
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land revenue every year to the Government. Thus Zamindars played
the role of intermediaries between the cultivators and the state. This
settlement is also called as ‘Jagirdari’ and ‘Inamdari’. Zamindars
exploited by extracting huge rents from the farmers without providing
them any basic facilities and farm infrastructure. This system was
prevalent in Bengal, Bihar, Odisha, Banaras and North Madras.
(2) Ryotwari System
This system is based on Hindu Tradition. This system was
introduced by Thomas Munro in 1772 in Madras. This system was
initially introduced in Tamil Nadu extended to Coorg and widely
prevalent in south India. Under this system the farmers were
independent owners of their individual land holding. They paid tax
directly to the government. There were no intermediaries. Farmers
were free to give their land to others for cultivation. The Ryot had full
rights regarding sale transfer and leasing of land and could not be
evicted from the land if they paid their land tax on time. The right to
ownership of land would remain with the Ryot.
(3) Mahalwari System
This system was introduced by Lord William Bentick in 1822 at
Agra and Oudh. It was later extended to Madhya Pradesh and Punjab.
Under this system the ownership of land of a village is collectively
owned by village committee and therefore, the responsibility to pay
the tax falls on all members of the committee. The ﬁxed tax was paid
by each of them to the Village Lombard (Head Man). The Lombard
collected and deposited it in the treasury. For this Lombard was
paid 5% commission by the government. This system was ﬁrst time
introduced in Agra and Oudh, later became popular in Punjab. This
system brought development in the hereditary tradition of Muslim
state of Punjab.
When India got independence, Zamindari system which was also
known as Jaghir system had 40% of total cultivable land under its
ambit. Zamindari system was highly exploitative. Hence Madras state
was the ﬁrst to abolish intermediaries in 1948. Many states followed
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the suit. The state of West Bengal, the most exploited by the land
owners, unfortunately was the last state to abolish Zamindari system
in 1955.
Tenancy Reforms
The important tenancy reforms are,
1) Regulation of Rent
2) Security of Tenure
The important tenancy reforms are discussed in brief
Regulation of Rent:
Rent increased as the demand for land increased with the rapid
increase in population. One half or more of the agricultural produce
was ﬁxed as rent. The Government enacted legislation in order to
regulate the exorbitant rents and to protect the cultivators. The ﬁrst
and second ﬁve year plan recommended that rents should not exceed
one fourth or one ﬁfth of gross produce. Many state governments
passed necessary regulation regulating rent. In Gujarat, Maharashtra
and Rajasthan one sixth of gross produce was ﬁxed as maximum
rent. In Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Manipur and Tripura
maximum rent vary from one fourth to one ﬁfth of gross produce. In
Punjab and Jammu & Kashmir the rent was one third of produce and
in Tamil Nadu it is between 33.3 and 40 percent of gross produce.
Security of Tenure:
Central and State Governments in Independent India enacted
many pro farmer legislations including the Security of Tenure. But
unfortunately, due to lack of political and bureaucratic will the
programmes failed. Majority of the poor, illiterate and unorganized
farmers were unaware of these programmes. Lakhs of tenants
were ejected from the lands by the owner in the name of personal
cultivation from 1948 to 1955. Hence Government formed provisions
for resumption during the second ﬁve year plan. They are broadly on
following patterns.
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1) All tenants are given full security of tenure without giving any
right to the owners for the personal cultivation.
2) Owners to be given the right to resume a family holding with a
condition that a minimum land should be left to the tenant.
The important aspect of this was implementing maximum ceiling
of land held by a household, in case if owners were given a share of
land.
Land Management Reforms:
In order to manage the land reforms, the step undertaken was
implementing the Ceiling on land holding.
Ceiling on Land holding:
Imposing the ceiling on land holding is inevitable as supply of land,
among all resources is limited. The main objective of land reforms in
India was to redistribute it to landless labourers by the Government
acquiring the surplus land from the farm owners who own the land
beyond a certain speciﬁed limit.
Ceiling on land holdings regulations was ﬁrst formed in 1950 and
later revised in 1972. Since 1972, family or household is considered as
the basis of holding. All the State Government classiﬁed the agriculture
land holdings as (1) Irrigated land with two crops (2) Irrigated with
one crop and (3) Dry land.
Accordingly the state Government ﬁxed the ceiling limits on land
holdings. For example; the ceiling on land for irrigated land with two
crops is ﬁxed at 4.05 to 8.10 hectare, irrigated land with one crop
is ﬁxed at 1.12 to 12.14 hectares and for dry land is ﬁxed at 21.85
hectares in Karnataka.
As per the Benami or Illegal Transaction (Prohibition) of Act: The
modiﬁed transfers of land into the benami names or to the other
members of family to prevent land ceiling act is considered as illegal.
This is an important step in land reforms.
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Reasons for the failure of land reforms
There are many reasons for the failure of land reforms. The
important among them are;
1) Lack of political Will: Governments in post independent India
though claimed themselves as pro farmers failed to implement
the land reforms effectively. This is due to lack of political will.
2) No pressure on government from tenants: As the tenants
were unorganized, illiterates and poor they were unable to
pressurize the Government to redistribute the land in their
favour or collect only the ﬁxed rent.
3) Lack of Enthusiasm in unorganized farmers: Farmers
who are unorganized never were unanimous in asserting for
the rights or for implementation of land reforms. The lack of
enthusiasm in the farmers also contributed for failure of land
reforms.
4) Apathy of Bureaucracy: Majority of bureaucrats did not show
any interest in implementing the land reforms. Some of them
even resorted to corrupt practices taking advantage of lack of
political will. Hence apathy of bureaucracy was also responsible
for failure of land reforms.
5) Lack of land documents: Majority of farmers got their land
as their ancestral property. But they do not get the land
ownership transferred to their names. Hence many times the
land will be still in the name of their forefather who has died
long back. This also plays as major hurdle for implementing
the land reforms effectively.
Green revolution
Green revolution refers to multifold increase of food grain production
by increasing the agricultural productivity in short period. It is done
by using high yield variety seeds, chemical fertilizers, pesticides
and irrigation facilities, agricultural machinery systematically. In
other words, Green revolution refers to rapid increase in food grains
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production in short period of time. In India, the increase in agriculture
productivity during green revolution is a milestone in agricultural
development of this country.
Prof. Norman Borlaug developed new high yielding varieties
of wheat in Mexico. This paved way for increased productivity in
agriculture. As a result of the Borlaug’s new high yielding variety seeds
the production of wheat per hectare rose to the high level of 5000 to
6000 kg in Mexico in 1965. Along with high yielding variety seeds,
they also used proper irrigation facility, extensive use of fertilizers,
pesticide and insecticide.
In India, the high yield variety seed was ﬁrst used on pilot basis
under the programme ‘Intensive Area Development’ in seven districts
of the country in 1960-61. The program by 1966 monsoons was later
extended to majority of states selecting minimum of one district of
the selected states. It is also known as ‘Seeds – Fertilizer - Water
Technology’. In 1966 the programme was implemented in a total area
of 1.89 million hectares and today majority of the cultivated area uses
this method. As a result, there is a remarkable increase in food grains
production.
Important components of Green revolution
The new technology in agriculture which contributed to green
revolution mainly comprises of high yielding varieties of seeds,
chemical, fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation facilities etc. There
was role of many major components in better growth in agriculture
production and adopting new agriculture technology. They are,
1) Role of Public Institutions: Many new public institutions such
as National Seeds Corporation, Agro Industries Corporation,
National Cooperative Development Corporation etc., have been
established to provide different services to cultivators and to
promote adoption of the latest farm technology. These public
institutions also provide adequate ﬁnancial help for adopting
new agricultural technology.
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2) Package of Inputs Practices: Green revolution strategy
requires the cultivators to apply the package of improved
practices to boost production. The main constituents in the
package of improved input practices are improved seeds,
fertilizers, plant protection methods and irrigation.
3) Supportive Price: Agricultural Price Corporation was
established to advice the Government suggesting for proper
support price to agricultural outputs. Support price policy
for agriculture crops was implemented in 1964 throughout
the country. Support prices for food grains were initiated to
promote agriculture production.
4) Agricultural Machinery and Improvised Implements:
Green Revolution strategy gave more importance for using the
improved agricultural implements such as tractors, weeding
machines, crop harvesting machines, etc. Agro Industries
Corporation was set up in different states to motivate the
cultivators for adopting the improved implements and latest
farm machinery.
5) Multiple Cropping System: The green revolution strategy
involves the introduction of multiple cropping systems in the
country. Its main aim was to increase production per unit
through cultivating three or more crops in one year. This will
not only increase the production, but also increase the income
to farmers.
6) Plant protection Methods: Plant protection is another
important method of new agricultural or Green revolution
strategy. Pests and diseases destroy the crops. Hence the new
agriculture strategy includes seeds treatment, intensive aerial
ground spraying, weed control and rodent control.
7) Credit facilities: Farmers in order to adopt new agricultural
strategy require adequate credit at low interest rates. Hence
institutional credit agencies like Commercial Banks, Cooperative
Banks, and Regional Rural Banks provided ﬁnancial support
to the agricultural sector.
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8) Soil conservation: Soil conservation was launched in order
to extend new agricultural strategy. The main objective was
to check soil erosion and make the waste barren land ﬁt for
cultivation. As a result the area under cultivation has extended.
9) Marketing Facilities: The agricultural market systems earlier
had many defects. The farmers were selling their products in
unregulated mandies, melas and were not getting remunerative
prices due to middlemen. Government hence established
regulated markets as well as cooperative markets to reform
agriculture market system.
10) Rural Electriﬁcation: Rural Electriﬁcation Corporation
was established in order to supply electricity efﬁciently to
agricultural sector. Only 3000 villages in 1950-51 were getting
electricity supply which increased to 5.32 lack villages by
2014. Rural electriﬁcation project assisted in implementing
the minor irrigation projects such as bore well, pump set, drip
irrigation and sprinkler irrigation systems. These helped to
increase production signiﬁcantly.
The success of green revolution has increased the cultivable land
and production. The usage of high yielding variety seeds of wheat,
rice, maize, cotton and oil seeds doubled the production. Therefore
the Green Revolution is considered as a milestone in history of Indian
agriculture.
Advantages of Green Revolution
The important advantages of the green revolution were:1) Increase in Agricultural Production: The direct impact of new
technology in agriculture is the sharp increase in agricultural
production. The production of wheat and rice has made
spectacular increase during the period of Green Revolution.
The production of wheat was 11 million tons in 1960-61 which
increased to 95.8 million tons by 2013-14. In the same period
food grains increased from 82 million tons to 254 million tons.
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2) Increase in Agricultural Productivity: The use of improvised
seeds, fertilizers, pesticides as well as use of systematic and
proper irrigation facilities in agriculture, has increased the
food grains yield per hectare. The yield per hectare in wheat
production rose from 850 kg in 1960-61 to 3059 kg per hectare
by 2013-14. Similarly, the yield per hectare in food grain
production rose from 710 kilo grams yield per hectare to 2059
kilo grams yield per hectare by 2013-14.
3) Creation of employment opportunities: The modern
agricultural
technology
has
increased
employment
opportunities due to intensive cultivation, multiple cropping
systems. The extensive use of irrigation facilities has also created
employment as it involves large volume of transportation,
marketing, and food processing.
4) Change in cropping pattern: Green revolution brought a
remarkable change in cropping pattern. Farmers generally
grew only few crops like wheat, paddy, maize and other food
crops during the Pre green revolution period, whereas during
the post farmers grew variety of crops including oil seeds,
commercial crops, pulses and cereals in the post green
revolution period. Farmers shifted from subsistence cultivation
to cultivation of commercial crops.
5) Increase in income for farmers: Farmers economic condition
has signiﬁcantly improved. Standard of living of farmers and
agricultural labourers improved as the income from farming
increased.
6) Development of Industries: Green Revolution has made
favorable impact on development of industries. Industrial ﬁrms
involved in manufacturing of tractors, chemical fertilizers,
pesticides, diesel engines, pumps, high bread seeds developed
due to adoption of mechanization in agriculture.
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Disadvantages of Green Revolution
Green Revolution strategy changed the face of rural areas through
increase of production and income to farmers. However, there are a
few disadvantages from green revolution. The important among them
are;1) Personal inequalities: Green Revolution promoted and
widened the divisions among rich and poor farmers in rural
economy. Generally the rich Farmers were medium and large
land holders and poor farmers were generally marginal and
small land holders. The beneﬁt of Green Revolution was
grabbed by rich farmers as they could easily get the quality
inputs, irrigation facilities, agriculture ﬁnance etc.
2) Limited Coverage: Green revolution was restricted only for 2
crops namely, paddy and wheat. The adoption of new technology
in agriculture using high yield variety of seeds were initiated
in 1.98 million hectare of land in 1966-67, which constituted
30% of total gross cropped area. This again was restricted
only to few regions, more so in Punjab, Haryana and Western
Uttar Pradesh.
3) Regional inequalities: Green revolution increased regional
inequality among the different regions of country. The green
revolution beneﬁtted only few regions, whereas the remaining
country remained untouched. There was a remarkable increase
in food grain production in Punjab, Haryana, and Western
Uttar Pradesh. But, the rest of India faced problems of food
shortage and were forced to depend on regions beneﬁtted from
Green revolution to fulﬁll their food demand.
4) High Cost: Adopting green revolution strategy involves high
cost than the traditional method of cultivation. In the traditional
agricultural method except land and bullock power other
inputs were least expensive. But new agricultural strategy was
very expensive as it involved the use of chemical fertilizers,
pesticides, and purchase of high yielding varieties of seeds.
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But, majority of Indian marginal and small farmers are poor
and were not in a position to buy the costly inputs and adopt
new agricultural strategy.
5) Growth of Capitalistic Farming: The new agriculture
strategy gave major stimulus to capitalistic farming. The new
strategy required huge investment in seeds, fertilizers, tube
wells, pesticides, and machineries etc. The new agriculture
strategy beneﬁtted rich farmers which stimulated the growth
of capitalistic farming.
6) Higher Risk factors: The New agriculture strategy in agriculture
is relatively more risky than the traditional cropping system.
The excess supply of water or scarcity would adversely affect
the crops. Moreover plants and seeds are more prone to pests.
The possibility of risk in the new agriculture strategy has
increased multifold.
7) Bad for Health: Green revolution increased production of food
grains, which was required to feed the growing population.
But, these food crops did not have the usual nutrients due to
the high usage of chemical fertilizers and pesticides. The usage
of high level of chemical pesticides has also affected the health
of ruralities. For instance, the endosulfan pesticide used in
plantation at Kasargod in Kerala State has adversely affected
the health of the people around the region.
8) Environmental Pollution: pesticides are over used in new in
agriculture system in the desire to increase the productivity.
It resulted in land gradually loosing its fertility of the soil and
becoming barren land. It also endangers natural biodiversity.
For instance, the over usage of pesticides has pushed the insect
like beetle and earth worm, which is known as friend of famer
to the verge of extinct.
Second Green Revolution
Government of India is planning to go in for second green
revolution. This is in order to increase food grain production, higher
than population growth and also earn foreign exchange by exporting
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the surplus. In order to extend second green revolution effectively to
the entire country, the following suggestions are suggested by the
experts.
1) Extension to all food and non food crops: The modern
cultivation strategy should be extended to all other food and
non food crops such as all cereals and pulses as well as oil
seeds, cotton, sugarcane, jute etc. New agricultural technology
which is concentrated in few parts of the country should be
extended to all parts of the country.
2) Creation of proper irrigation facilities: Water is the basic
input of modern agricultural system. Therefore, Government
agencies should promote extending the different source of
irrigation.
3) Soil test: The new variant of seeds and fertilizers should be
used based on the quality of soil in the land. Government
agencies should test the soil from time to time and inform it to
the concerned farmers.
4) Extension of Green revolution: Second Green revolution
must be extended to dry land, semi dry land and also to rain
fed regions.
5) Priority to marginal and small farmers: Marginal and
small farmers must get priority during the distribution of
new improvised agricultural inputs. The land reforms and
institutional charges should be successfully bought in order to
bring the marginal and small farmers into modern agricultural
system.
6) Encouragement for multiple crops: Multiple cropping system
should be followed in order to achieve sustainable agriculture
production in the country.
7) Agricultural intensive technology: Marginal and small
farmers should be trained by experts to know and utilize the
agriculture intensive technology.
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Irrigation system in India
Irrigation has important place in progress of agriculture. Irrigation
is one of the important inputs for cultivation. Water ﬂows to agricultural
land through canal, bore well and lake is called irrigation system.
The progress in agriculture cannot be achieved without supply of
proper irrigation facilities. Deﬁciency in supplying adequate water
brings adverse effects on agricultural production and productivity. In
India, only 44% of total cultivable area is irrigated and the rest 56%
of cultivated land depends on rain for its water requirements.
Irrigation system differs from one place to another place in India.
Irrigation through ponds, lakes, streams, wells, bore wells, reservoirs,
multipurpose irrigation projects are used for agricultural activities in
India.
Importance and need of irrigation
The rainfall in India sometimes is uncertain, unequal, irregular
and untimely. Sometimes the rains are delayed considerably and
sometimes they cease prematurely. Excess rain in few areas results
in ﬂoods and deﬁcit of rains in few areas leads to drought. Both the
situation is harmful to agriculture. Hence irrigation is an important
infrastructure to agriculture.
Population in India is growing rapidly and irrigation facilities are
necessary for agriculture to provide adequate food for growing people.
New or other barren land can be bought under cultivation only with
supply of irrigation facilities to these lands. Besides, provision of
irrigation facilities helps to go grow multiple crops and also to increase
agriculture productivity. This enables the rise in income of rural
people which helps to attain higher socio-economic status.
The cultivable crop in India such as paddy, sugarcane, cotton,
jute etc., requires more water. According to estimation 5 tons of water
is consumed to produce one kilogram of paddy. The water used for
cultivation of crops using irrigation uses from 50 to 100 percent higher
water than the crops in the rain fed area.
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India adopted new agriculture strategy or green revolution strategy
in agriculture and achieved Green revolution in mid-1960s. Irrigation
is important input for use of high yielding varieties of seeds, fertilizers,
and pesticides in cultivation.
The main sources of irrigation in India
The available water on land and underground water is used for
agriculture in India. Among them canals, wells, lakes etc are important.
1) Lakes: Lakes are the main sources of irrigation from ancient
times. During the deﬁcit rain, the water stored in lakes is used
for cultivation. In India, they are found in Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and Maharashtra. At present, as bore
wells are over used, lakes are neglected and silt is not removed
from lakes leading to its gradual destruction. Fortunately,
Government has initiated for revival and conservation of lakes
to make them reusable for irrigation purpose. The contribution
of lakes to the total irrigation is 8 percent.
2) Well Irrigation: Wells are the most important source of
irrigation since ancient times. These are successfully dug in
plain lands, coastal areas and islands. The cost of digging the
well is relatively less and water from well can be used whenever
required. Uttar Pradesh has the largest number of wells in
India followed by Punjab, Haryana, Bihar, Gujarat, and Andhra
Pradesh.
There are two ways of well irrigation namely, (i) Open Wells and (ii)
Tube or Bore Wells.
i) Open Wells: Open wells is the oldest known sources of
irrigation. Open well have less amount of water, hence they
are used to cultivate small land holdings. Water is drawn from
land by drawing it from bullocks or pulley wheel.
ii) Tube or Bore Wells: Tube wells can irrigate large ﬁeld in short
span of time. It helps to lift water from the underground where
the water level is deeper. At present Tube wells a major source
of irrigation in all the regions of the country. The land is drilled
from 200 to 1500 meters and with the help of submersible
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pump, water is lifted to the agriculture land for cultivation.
Plantation and commercial crops are grown using the Tube
well irrigation.
Government and other Agricultural Development Institutions
provide ﬁnancial assistance and subsidies to farmers for digging bore
wells. In India, nearly 58.7 percent of irrigation comes from open
wells and bore wells.
3) Canal irrigation: Canal irrigation is the important sources of
irrigation of the present times. Dams are constructed to rivers
and water is stored in reservoirs. Further the water is supplied
to ﬁelds through canals. India has many rivers and in order
to use the river water efﬁciently, dams are constructed. Hence
today canal irrigation contributes to 31.5 % of the irrigated
areas in the country.
4) Drip and Sprinkler irrigation: Government is working hard
to develop the modern irrigation system and eradicate the
problem of irrigation. At present drip and sprinkler irrigation
has become very popular system. These are also called as micro
irrigation projects.
Drip irrigation
Drip irrigation is a method of supplying water to drip slowly to the
roots of plants, either onto the soil surface or directly onto the root
zone through a network of valves, narrow pipes tubing and emitters.
The required amount of water and nutrients are supplied according
to need of the plant. It will save lot of water and fertilizers. It will
also help to get higher productivity. The drip irrigation is used in
all plantation and other crops sown in rows. The drip irrigation has
gained more popularity in water deﬁcit regions.
The advantages of drip irrigation
There are several advantages of drip irrigation. The important
among them are
1) The problem of irrigation can be eradicated through the proper
supplying of required water dripping slowly to roots.
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2) Drip irrigation reduces the wastage of water and fertilizers.
3) Efﬁciency of irrigation is increased as water is efﬁciently
managed. This saves lot of costs on water.
4) Recycled water which cannot be used for drinking can be
efﬁciently used for drip irrigation.
5) Prevents soil erosion.
6) Water distribution to plants is proportional. Hence problem of
water logging does not arise.
7) The growth of weeds is very minimal and the cost towards
removing weeds will be reduced.
8) This type of irrigation method can be used on plain land as
well as on hilly regions and shallow depth.
9) To increase the farm land under irrigation.
Sprinkler irrigation
Sprinkler method of irrigation refers to water sprayed into the air
through the rotating sprinklers to enable fall of uniform water drops
on the ground resembling rainfall. The sprinkler irrigation system, till
1970 was used only for coffee, tea and plantation crops in hill stations
in India. Now, due to the deﬁciency of underground water it is used for
other crops and on plain lands also in Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan,
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and other states is
using the sprinkler irrigation In India. At present 10 million hectare of
land is under sprinkler irrigation system. Sprinkler irrigation system
saves nearly 50 percent of water when compared with other forms of
surface water irrigation system. It also increases the productivity by
15 to 25 percent.
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The advantages of Sprinkler irrigation
The important advantages of Sprinkler irrigation are
1) Sprinkler irrigation system is suitable for all irrigated crops
except for paddy and jute crops. The sprinkler irrigation system
can also be used for growing vegetables, coffee, tea, plantation
crops and ﬂoriculture.
2) This irrigation system allows the effective use of fertilizers and
pesticides.
3) Overall labour cost will be reduced.
4) Soil erosion is reduced.
5) Area under irrigation can be extended from this irrigation
system.
Kinds of Irrigation projects
Government has implemented many irrigation projects to provide
required irrigation to agriculture in India. The Planning commission
of India has classiﬁed irrigation projects into three kinds based on the
cultivable command areas.
1) Minor Irrigation plan: Those works that have capacity to
provide irrigation for command area of less than 2000 hectares
is referred as the minor irrigation plan.
2) Medium Irrigation Plan: Those works that have capacity to
provide irrigation for command area between 2000 hectares
and 10000 hectares is referred as the medium irrigation plan.
3) Major Irrigation Plan: Those works that have capacity to
provide irrigation for command area of more than 10000
hectares is referred as major irrigation.
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EXERCISE

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1.

2.

3.

The system of directly paying land tax to the government
during the British rule was called as __________
(a) Ryotwari

(b) Mahalwari

(c) Zamindari

(d) All of the above

The state which was last in introducing the law abolishing
the intermediaries is_____________
(a) Karnataka

(b) Maharashtra

(c) West Bengal

(d) Uttar Pradesh

Green Revolution refers to _______
(a) Signiﬁcant increase in agricultural production
(b) Signiﬁcant decrease in fruit production
(c) Signiﬁcant increase in milk production
(d) Signiﬁcant increase in ﬁsh production

4.

The major source of irrigation to agricultural land at present
is _______
(a) Lake

5.

(b) Canal

(c) Open Well

(d) Bore Well

The system of supplying water through net work of valves,
narrow pipes tubing that drips slowly to the roots of the plants
is called as ____________
(a) Sprinkler irrigation

(b) Drip water irrigation

(c) Bore well irrigation

(d) Water through Channels
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II. Fill in the blanks:
1.

The total production of food grows in India during 2013-14
is ___________

2.

The Green Revolution initially was restricted to___________
crops.

3.

___________ is referred as friend of a farmer.

4.

The oldest source of irrigation in India is ____________.

5.

Supply of water through canals, bore well and lakes to the
agricultural land is called ___________

III. Answer in one sentence:
1.

What are land reforms?

2.

What is Green Revolution?

3.

What is irrigation?

4.

What are modern irrigation systems?

5.

Who is the father of Green revolution?

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences:
1.

What are the main objectives of land reforms?

2.

What are the main sources of irrigation?

3.

What are tenancy reforms?

4.

Give the reasons for small size of holding?

5.

What are the kinds of irrigation projects?
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V. Answer the
sentences.
1.

following

questions

in

about

Eight

Explain the methods adopted for the implementation of land
reforms?

2.

What are the main components of green revolution?

3.

Evaluate disadvantages of green revolution?

4.

Analyze the necessity of irrigation in agricultural development
in India?

5.

Explain the main sources of irrigation system in India?

6.

How does modern irrigation system help in agricultural
development in India? Explain.

Project Work

1.

Make a list of crops cultivated in your village or district.

2.

Find out information about the main sources of irrigation
in your village or district.

YY
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Chapter –5
Agricultural Finance
“The real economic progress of India lies in the development of villages and
not with the expansion of industrial hubs in urban centers”
– Mahatma Gandhi

Introduction:
Finance is the lifeblood of all economic activities. Finance is
required in one way or the other to all those who participate in
economic activities such as producers, farmers, consumers and
businessmen. Some require ﬁnance for productive activities and
some for unproductive activities. That is why ﬁnance has remained
as integral part of economy. Rural development is dependent on the
development of agriculture and allied activities. The development
of agriculture is dependent on availability of ﬁnance. The income of
all of those involved in agricultural activities such as farmers and
agricultural labourers is very less. Hence it helps them to lead only
a subsistence living. To introduce new technology in agriculture,
to adopt permanent reforms, to sustain themselves when crops are
destroyed and to cultivate different crops, farmers require ﬁnance
from various sources. So what is agricultural ﬁnance? What is the
need of agricultural ﬁnance? What are the sources of agricultural
ﬁnance? What is the situation of agricultural ﬁnance in India? The
objective of this chapter is to ﬁnd answer to these questions and
know more about institutional and non-institutional agencies which
lend agricultural ﬁnance and the role of government and NABARD in
agricultural ﬁnance.
Agricultural Finance
Finance is an important input in agricultural production than
the other inputs. Agricultural ﬁnance refers to mobilizing and
management of ﬁnance for agriculture farms. In simple words,
agricultural ﬁnance refers to mobilizing and utilizing the agricultural
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capital for the agriculture related activities. It also estimates the
supply and demand of agricultural ﬁnance. The ﬁnance used by
farmers, agricultural labourers and cultivators for agriculture and
non-agricultural activities is called as agricultural ﬁnance. It is also
called as agricultural loan.
India is the only country to have maximum number of marginal and
small farmers in the world. Their main source of income is agriculture.
The traditional system of cultivation used available inputs and hence
did not require the external ﬁnances. But today modern agriculture is
commercialized using new technology and modern machinery that has
increased the need of external ﬁnance. The demand for agricultural
ﬁnance may be for different purposes. The important among them
are:
1) Development of agricultural land: Developing agricultural
land is the main purpose of agricultural ﬁnance. Development
of land also includes the activities such as establishment of
wells, drilling of tube wells, creation of agricultural ponds etc.
It helps in the optimum utilization of available land.
2) Monetary Payment: Farmers use ﬁnance to pay rent for the
land, payment of wages and other day to day expenses.
3) To Increase the agricultural productivity: The efﬁcient
utilization of high yield variety seeds, fertilizers, pesticides,
irrigation and power facilities in cultivation will yield higher
productivity in agriculture. In order to utilize these inputs in
cultivation, ﬁnance is required.
4) Agricultural Implements: Agricultural implements such
as plough, machines, tractors, tillers and other agricultural
implements play an important role in efﬁciently managing
the agricultural activities. Finance is required to buy these
agricultural implements.
5) Natural Phenomena: Majority of cultivable land in India is still
dependent on rain. Farmers constantly suffer due to drought,
ﬂoods, crop diseases, etc. to overcome such difﬁculties ﬁnance
is required.
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6) Modern agricultural system: In India majority of farmers
are small and marginal farmers. They require ﬁnance for the
implementation of modern agricultural system.
7) Other purposes: Finance is also used to repay the existing
loan’s interest and principle. Sometimes it is also used for nonspeciﬁed purposes.
Types of Agricultural Finance
Agricultural ﬁnance can be classiﬁed into various types based
on the purposes of credit and length of credit period. Based on the
purpose of credit it can be classiﬁed into,
(1) Credit for Productive Purpose
(2) Credit for Unproductive Purpose
Credit for Productive Purpose
If the farmer uses the ﬁnance for the productive operations in
agriculture or which affect agricultural production, it’s called as
productive credit. Investment on purchase of cattle’s, agricultural
implements, pesticides, fertilizers, high yield seeds and machinery
increases the production and productivity. As the productivity
increases, farmers can get good income and they can repay their
credit easily. This will improve farmer’s social and economic condition.
Hence it is termed as productive credit.
Credit for Unproductive Purpose
If the farmer takes the agricultural ﬁnance and uses it for
unproductive purposes such as repayment of previous credits,
performing marriages, religious functions, social ceremonies on the
births and deaths of a family member or consumption credit.
On the Basis of Time
Agriculture needs of farmers can be classiﬁed into three categories
on the basis of time namely, (1) Short term credit, (2) Medium term
credit and (3) Long term credit.
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(1) Short term credit
Short term credits are sought for the immediate needs of cultivation
like purchase of seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, food and fodder for
livestock etc. The period of such credits lies between 9 to 15 months.
Moneylenders, traders, co-operative societies and commercial banks
provide these types of credits. This is also called as crop loan.
(2) Medium term credit
Medium term credits are generally obtained for purchase of cattle,
small agricultural implements, repair and construction of well, fencing
etc. The duration for this loan is from 15 months to 5 years. These
credits are provided by money lenders and commercial banks. The
amount of this loan is more than short term credit and less than long
term credit. This loan is paid back via predetermined ﬁxed regular
installments.
(3) Long term credit
Long term credits are generally obtained to make permanent
improvement in lands, purchase of expensive agriculture machinery,
purchase of additional land, drilling of tube wells, repayment of old
debts, etc.. The duration of these types of credits is between 5 years
to 20 years. The rate of interest on such loans will be generally low.
These loans are also paid back through predetermined ﬁxed regular
installments.
Sources of Agricultural Finance
Sources of agricultural ﬁnance are classiﬁed into two types namely:
(A) Non institutional Credit Agencies
(B) Institutional Credit Agencies
(A) Non Institutional Credit Agencies
Loan provided by private sources such as money lenders,
zamindars, traders, commission agents, relatives and friends. These
traditional ﬁnancers have been very important for a long time and
are still playing a signiﬁcant role in ﬁnancing agricultural credit. The
important sources of non-institutional credit agencies are;
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1) Money lenders: Money lenders, since ages, are important
private source of providing credit to farmers. They can be
classiﬁed as agriculturist money lenders and professional
money lenders.
Agriculturist Money Lenders: Agriculturist Money Lenders
combine their farming along with lending to fellow cultivators for
productive and unproductive purposes.
Professional Money Lenders: The professional money lenders
main occupation is to lend money. They lend for productive and
unproductive purposes.
Money lenders generally charge very high interest rates. Money
lenders in 1951-52 accounted for nearly 70 % of rural credit according
to All India Credit Survey, whereas, in 2012-13, the share of money
lenders fell to 40 %, according to Farm Households survey. Despite
establishing banks in rural areas, the share of money lenders in
agriculture credit is still high.
Reasons for the Popularity of Money Lenders
The reasons for the popularity of money lenders are;
1) Money lenders lend loan for any purpose, either productive or
unproductive.
2) The Money lenders know the farmers in person and are easily
approachable even at odd hours.
3) The methods of advance are easy, simple, and adjustable.
4) Money lenders do not follow any lengthy legal modalities while
advancing the loan; instead they give loan on time against land
and promissory notes.
Demerits of Money Lenders
The credit operations of Money lenders have many demerits. The
important among them are:
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1) The money lender takes the signatures or thumb impression
on blank bond paper. Subsequently he mentions higher credit
amounts on the bonds than actual credit taken by farmers.
2) Money lenders never give any receipts for the payments of
interest and repayment of principle.
3) Money lenders impose high rate of interest and compound
interest,
4) Money lenders lend for unproductive purpose also with the
aim of acquisition of land or the produce of farmers.
Zamindars: Zamindars were one of the important private sources
of ﬁnance for farmers. Small farmers and tenants depend on land
lords or Zamindars for their day to day ﬁnancial requirements. They
impose more interest on farmers. After introduction of the law for
abolishing zamindari system, their number has almost reduced and
the share of loan to small farmers and tenants has also decreased.
However, some marginal and small farmers have taken the loan from
zamindars to meet the increased cost of cultivation during post green
revolution period.
2) Traders and Commission Agents: Traders and commission
agents give crop loan to farmers on condition that after the
harvest they should sell the produce in less amount to them
only. They deduct the principle, charge high interest and pay
little balance to the farmers.
3) Relatives and friends: Relatives and friends are one of the
important non-institutional sources of credit. They lend
money without any terms and conditions. Many times it will be
interest free, but relatives and friend lend small amount that
too occasionally.
Advantages of Non-Institutional Finances
The important advantages of non-institutional ﬁnances are;
1) The loan is given based on mutual trust between lender and
borrower directly.
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2) The process of transaction when compared to institutional
source is simpler, easy, and free from red-tapism.
3) Despite high interest rate, repayment duration can be easily
adjusted.
4) Credit can be availed for any occasion.
Disadvantages of Non-Institutional Finances
The important disadvantages of non-institutional ﬁnances are;
1) Very high interest rates and compound interest rates.
2) Farmers lose their land or other valuables as they are unable
to repay the loan due to high interest rate and compound
interest.
3) Generally money lenders give loans for short period; hence
expansion and modernization of the land cannot be undertaken
by farmer.
4) Money lenders and zamindars exploit the farmers by fabricating
the documents and the terms.
(B) Institutional Credit Agencies
The Government of India tried to prevent the exploitation of
farmers from the money lenders by strengthening the institutional
credit agencies at different stages. The important among them are
nationalization of banks, establishment of RRBs and strengthening
of Primary Agricultural Co-operative Societies [PACS]. The important
agencies in institutional credit agencies are government, commercial
banks, regional rural banks, cooperative banks, land development
banks and NABARD.
Commercial Banks
Initially, the commercial banks activities were mainly concentrated
in business centers, industrial towns and cities. At the time of
independence the commercial banks share to rural credit was just
0.9%. The nationalization of 14 commercial banks in 1969 and 6
commercial banks in 1980 changed the face of rural credit. The public
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sector banks opened their branches extensively in rural areas. Today,
the commercial banks are supporting agricultural lending through
direct and indirect credit. Commercial banks are giving short term,
medium term and long term credit to agriculture. Direct credit is
extended for agricultural operations for short and medium periods,
while indirect ﬁnance is provided to companies that make farm inputs,
fertilizers etc. and to state corporations and ware houses as well as to
non-banking ﬁnancial institutions that lend to farmers. The share of
commercial banks in total agricultural credit is 72.48 %.
Regional Rural Banks [RRBs]
Regional Rural Banks were established in 1975 in order to provide
ﬁnance to marginal, small farmers and landless labourers. Regional
Rural Banks are sponsored by one of the commercial banks. The
composition of capital shares comprises of 50% will be owned by
Central Government, 15 % by concerned State Government and 35%
will be owned by the sponsored banks.
Objectives of Regional Rural Banks
The important objectives of Regional Rural Banks are:
1) Lending credit for productive purposes to agriculture, cottage
industries trade and for rural development.
2) To lend the required credit and advances to marginal and
small farmers, land less labourers, rural artisans and weaker
section in rural and semi urban areas.
3) To develop banking habits in rural people.
4) To develop the attitude of savings in people and thereby assist
capital formation in rural and semi urban areas.
By 31st March 2013, there were 64 RRBs, 17,856 branches
operating in all the 635 districts of the country. Regional Rural banks
share in agricultural credit is 11.31% of the total institutional credit
to agriculture.
Land Development
Development Banks

Bank/

Primary
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Agriculture

and

Rural

Agriculture and Rural development Banks were earlier called as
Land Development Banks. They give medium term loans for farmers
in order to undertake permanent development activities on land.
Generally the farmers take the loan for digging wells, drilling tube
wells and purchase of modern agricultural implements.
Cooperative Credit Societies
Cooperative Credit Societies are another important institutional
source of credit agency for agriculture. These societies work on the
principles of co-operation. They assist farmers by providing short
and medium term loans for agriculture. The share of co-operatives
agricultural credit against total agriculture credit has increased from
3.1% in 1950-51 to 16.1% in 2013-14.
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD)
NABARD was established on 12th July 1982 in Mumbai.
NABARD is an apex for providing ﬁnance for agriculture and rural
development. The objective of NABARD is developing agriculture and
rural areas. NABARD provides short term, medium term and long
term credit to state co-operative banks, land development banks and
other ﬁnancial institutions which lends for agriculture and rural
development. NABARD encourages the economic activities in rural
areas like agriculture, animal husbandry, small scale industries, rural
industries, rural arts and crafts. It contributes for rural development
by ﬁnancing the agencies which lend for these activities.
Functions of NABARD
The important functions of NABARD are:
1) To assist the development of cottage and small scale industries
along with the programs for agriculture and rural development.
2) It is a source bank for the institutional credit agencies which
encourages economic activities by providing capital, credit and
advances in rural areas.
3) To coordinate with institutional agencies which provide
agricultural credit and supervise the programs where reﬁnance
is provided.
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4) To help farmers get the short term credit easily and to use the
cash loan efﬁciently Kisan Credit Cards were introduced in
1998-99.
5) Research and Development fund is established in order to
promote research in agriculture and rural development. It
focuses on ﬁnding the solution to the problems in the agriculture
and rural development.
Government
Government is one of the important sources of rural credit.
It provides short term and long terms loans to farmers which are
popularly called as ‘Taccavi loans’. The interest rate is low. Taccavi
loans were previously granted by the Government for agricultural
purposes during the period of natural calamities and other crisis.
Such a loan turned out to be a record of inadequacies and inequality
of distribution as the bulk of the loan was issued to rich farmers.
Land Improvement Loans Act, 1883 and The Agriculturists Loans
Act, 1884 during the British period tried to extend the short and long
term loans to farmers.
Subsidies are provided to seeds, fertilizers and other farm inputs
by the Government in independent India; weaker sections are provided
loans at lower interest rates in rural areas as per the recommendations
of the RBI. Government also contributes to the co-operative banks
capital and debentures. Hence government plays a crucial role in
encouraging the institutional credit agencies by providing the basic
infrastructure to these credit agencies.
Merits of Taccavi Loans
The important merits of Taccavi loans are:
1) Government provides loans for long term to make permanent
improvement in lands.
2) The interest rate is less
3) It is beneﬁcial to farmers as it has no hidden charges and farmers
can repay their installments either annually or monthly.
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Demerits of Taccavi loan
The important demerits of Taccavi loans are:
1) Landless agricultural labourers are deprived of loan from the
government even during their difﬁcult times.
2) Delay in sanction of the loan; inappropriate imposition of rules
and repayment modes and other serious rigidities has made
Taccavi loan less popular.
State Bank of India
Indian Imperial Bank (IIB) was established by merging of Presidency
bank at Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai in 1921. To expand banking
transition to rural areas and help agriculture, Imperial bank was
renamed as State Bank of India. it was nationalized on 1st July 1955.
It helped to expand the banking business to rural areas and ﬁnance
agriculture.
State Bank of India under special programs gives loans to
agriculture directly at low interest rates. It provides loans and
advances to co-operative societies at low interest rate and assists the
farming sector indirectly. Special ﬁnancial assistance is provided for
the construction of storage houses. It has also established exclusive
branches for agriculture and rural development.
EXERCISES

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1.

The term loans issued to farmers based on time is divided
into ___________ parts.
a) 2

2.

b) 3

c) 4

d) 5

The example for the important source of Non-institutional
credit is _____________
a) Commercial bank

b) Land Development bank

c) Government

d) Moneylenders
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3.

4.

The Apex bank for agriculture is _______
a) NABARD

b) Land reforms bank

c) Cooperative bank

d) Local rural bank

The Number of RRBs in India by 31st march 2013 is _____ .
a) 64

5.

b) 74

c) 84

d) 94

State Bank of India was nationalized in___________
a) 1955

b) 1965

c) 1975

d)1985

II. Fill in the blanks.
1.

_______ is the lifeblood of all economic activities.

2.

The loan provided by government to the farmers is called________

3.

NABARD bank was established in the year________

4.

In the year 1969________ commercial banks and in the year
1980 _________ commercial banks were nationalized.

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1.

What is agriculture ﬁnance?

2.

What is short-term loan?

3.

When was RRBs established?

4.

Which is the apex bank for agricultural ﬁnance in India?

5.

What are the main disadvantages of non-institutional
agricultural credit agencies?

IV.Answer the following questions in two or
sentences.

three

1.

Which are the sources of agriculture institutional credit
agencies?

2.

Which are the sources of agriculture non-institutional credit
agencies?

3.

What are the main objectives of RRBs?

4.

Mentions the types of agricultural ﬁnance.

5.

How do money lenders exploit farmers?
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V. Answer the
sentences.

following

questions

in

about

eight

1.

Write brieﬂy about the need of agriculture ﬁnance?

2.

Write the advantages and disadvantages of agriculture
institutional credit agencies?

3.

What are the main functions of agricultural and rural
development banks?

4.

What is the role of government in providing agricultural
ﬁnance?

5.

Explain the different types of agricultural ﬁnance?
Project Work

1.

Make a list of sources of agricultural ﬁnance in your
district.

2.

Find out information on interest levied by the money
lenders on framers in your village or district.

YY
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Chapter – 06
Development of Industries in India
“Industrialise or perish”.
- Sir. M. Visvesvaraya
“Like the bee, we should make our industry our amusement”
– Oliver Goldsmith

Introduction:
The growth of industries was weakened and thrown out of gear
during the British rule. Except for the few industries like iron and
steel, cotton and jute, other industries didn’t grow at all. The primacy
of industrial growth is pivotal for India’s development. In Post
independent India, successive Governments having understood this
have given due space for industrial growth in the country. If so what
is industrialization? What is the role of Industries in the economic
development of a nation? What are the important characteristics of
1991 industrial policy in India? What is the importance of cottage and
small scale industries? What are the challenges faced by cottage and
small scale industries? What are the measures undertaken by the
government to overcome it? The study of this chapter helps to answer
these questions and also know other issues about development of
industries in India.
Industrialization
The process of establishing and expanding the industries and
supplementing their growth with development of transport, power
station etc., across the country is called Industrialization. Having
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known this long ago Sir M. Visvesvaraya said, “Industrialize or perish”.
Thus, he had sown the seed of industrialization in India. Hence, postindependence India gave much importance towards the development
of industries. The government implemented many industrial policies
which took India’s economy from the level of under development to
that of a developing nation.
Need for industrial development in India
Industrialization helps to
1) Proper utilization of resources, adopting mechanization and
modern technology in production processes
2) Large scale investment in capital formation
3) Enhance the process of division of labour
4) Bring in structural changes in the economy
5) Encourage mechanization of agricultural inputs
The nations that gave importance to industrialization became
developed nations in the world. For example America, Japan, England,
Canada, etc... Hence, industrialization is considered as the primary
economic activity in the developed nations. The national income and
per capita income of the developed nations when compared with
other nations are higher; and the standard of living of the people is
far more superior to others. Industrialization plays an important role
in the economic development of the nation. The important among
them are:
1) Contribution to agriculture: Industries supply the necessary
inputs to agricultural development. Adoption of mechanization and
modern technology in agricultural activities increases productivity.
2) Proper utilization of natural resources: India has rich
natural and mineral resources. Industrialization helps us to utilize
these resources efﬁciently and effectively.
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3) Creation of employment: Development of industrial sector
eradicates unemployment by providing direct and indirect employment
opportunities in the country. Thus, industrialization becomes main
sources of income for both the unorganized and organized sector.
Industries also nurture and encourage small scale industries paving
way for further employment generation.
4) Balanced development of various sectors: Industrialization
in the country brings different sectors together and fosters balanced
growth among them and supports the development of other sectors.
5) Increase in capital formation: The growth of industrialization
increases the rate of capital formation by creating more employment
and thereby enhancing the levels of income and savings of the people.
6) Improves the standard of living: Industrialization in the
country contributes towards the increase of national income. It also
helps people to get better income, in relation with other sectors, thus
improving the standard of living.
7) Reduces pressure on agriculture: Agricultural sector in
India provides employment to 48.9% of the population which means
majority of the people are still dependent on agriculture. But the
disguised unemployment in agriculture sector is high which brings
down the farm productivity, making the life of farmers miserable.
The growth of industries decreases the pressure on agriculture by
transferring the surplus agriculture work force.
8) Earning

of

foreign

exchange:

The

development

of

industrialization helps in the progress of foreign trade. Power
equipments, spare parts, computers, automobiles, cars, engineering
goods, etc., are manufactured at lower costs and exported to other
countries. This enables to earn the foreign exchange.
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9) Attain self-reliance: Industrialization helps to attain
self-reliance in the country. Instead of importing the goods,
industrialization helps in the production of goods domestically thus
enabling import substitution. It reduces the stress on exports and
makes the nation self-reliant.
10) Development of markets: Development of different
industries has led to the development of markets for various raw
materials and ﬁnished products in the country.
11) Development of transport and communication: Transport
and communication is developed in all the parts of country to help
the supply of required raw materials to industries from mines, as well
as rural areas and to sell the ﬁnished products across the country.
12) Defense of the country: Industrialization of the country
facilitates development of defense industries which helps to protect
the nation both internally and externally.
Industrial Policy
At the time of India getting independence, there were several
issues affecting the industries in the country. The important among
them were lack of raw materials, scarcity of capital, lack of technology,
etc. In order to overcome these critical situations there was a need
for effective industrial policy. In this sense, the Government of India
worked out a new industrial policy that was enacted on 6th April
1948. Consecutively the industrial policies of 1956, 1977, 1980, 1990
and 1991 have helped towards the rapid growth of industrialization
in the country.
New Industrial Policy of 1991
The year 1991 marked an important phases in the economic history
of independent India. Prior to introduction of 1991 economic reforms,
the country was in serious economic distress. Industrial production
had reached rock bottom and as production declined. Inﬂation
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increased to 16 percent. Foreign exchange reserves dipped to lowest
level Public sector industries were under loss. Lack of capital haunted
the economy. This situation demanded a new industrial policy. Hence
Government of India announced a new industrial policy which gave
stimulus to liberalization, privatization and globalization. It changed
the economic scenario of India. The important characteristics of 1991
policy are as follows:
1) Abolition of industrial license: The new industrial policy
abolished all the industrial licenses for setting up and operation of
all industries irrespective of the level of investment. This paved the
way for liberalizing the economy. But, industries pertaining to the
social and economic security, manufacture of hazardous goods that
endangered ecology and important consumer products were required
to obtain licenses.
2) Foreign investment and technology: The government in
order to encourage exports invited Foreign Direct Investment in India.
51 % of foreign direct investment was allowed in the priority industries.
Similarly, permission was given to invest in share market up to 51%
in the domestic industries / companies that involved in the export
activities of the country.
3) The Dilution of the role of Public Sector: In 1956 there were
17 industries which were exclusively reserved for the public sector
in the country. By 1991 they numbers were brought down to 13. At
present, the atomic energy is the only industry that is under public
monopoly. Thus, gradual disinvestment was brought in the public
sector industries in order to encourage the process of privatization.
Disinvestment refers to ‘the sale of equity of public enterprises
to private sector’. This is done to improve the performance of public
sector enterprises and reduce their losses.
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4) Liberalization of Regional Industrial Policy: In locations
other than cities of more than one million populations, there will be no
requirement of obtaining permission to establish the industries from
the Central Government except for industries subject to compulsory
licensing. In respect of cities with population greater than one
million, industries other than those of a non-polluting nature such
as electronics, computer software and printing will be located outside
25 km of the periphery, except in prior designated industrial areas.
5) Foreign Exchange Management Act: The Government of
India enacted the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA) in 1947
to regulate the operation of foreign companies in India. The act was
amended comprehensively in 1973. The major aims of the FERA
1973 were a) the conservation of India’s precious foreign exchange
resources; b) to promote foreign investors’ to use their funds to bring
in sophisticated technology.
(FERA (1973) came under severe criticisms. For example, speciﬁc
to the section which stipulated that whenever a person was prosecuted
under the act, the onus of proving that he had the requisite permission
lies with the person. It led to the harassment of Bona ﬁde person.
Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA) replaced FERA in 1998.
The objective of FEMA was facilitating external trade and payments
and promoting the systematic development and maintenance of
foreign exchange markets in India.
Classiﬁcation of Industrialization
Industries can be classiﬁed based on security and other beneﬁts
to employees, raw material they use, ownership and size of industry.
Security and other beneﬁts to employees: The employees enjoy
the social security and leave beneﬁts, if the ﬁrms are registered they,
come under the various government rules and regulation and the
employees can form the trade unions. These industries are called as
organized industries.
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If the employees do not enjoy social security and leave beneﬁts, if
the ﬁrms are not registered, if it does not follow any rules or regulation;
if employees cannot form trade unions are called as unorganized
industries.
Raw materials they use: Industries can be classiﬁed based on
the use of raw materials. For example: Agro based industries, Mineral
based industries, Marine based industries, Forest based industries,
etc.
Ownership: Industries are also classiﬁed based on the ownership
of the concerned industry. If the industries are owned and operated
by the Government they are called as Public Sector Enterprises.
whereas, if the industries are owned and operated by individuals or
group of individuals they are called as Private Sector Industries.
Size of the Industry: Industries can also be classiﬁed as small
scale industries or large scale industries based on the size, or in other
words based on the capital invested, number of people working and
volume of production of the industries.
MSME Classiﬁcation based on Investment
The Micro Small and Medium Enterprises Industries Development
Act 2006, classiﬁes Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME)
based on the industrial investment.
Manufacturing Sector
Enterprises

Investment in plant & machinery

Micro Enterprises

Does not exceed twenty ﬁve lakh rupees

Small Enterprises

More than twenty ﬁve lakh rupees but does
not exceed ﬁve crore rupees

Medium Enterprises

More than ﬁve crore rupees but does not
exceed ten crore rupees
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Service Sector
Enterprises

Investment in equipments

Micro Enterprises

Does not exceed ten lakh rupees

Small Enterprises

More than ten lakh rupees but does not
exceed two crore rupees

Medium Enterprises

More than two crore rupees but does not
exceed ﬁve crore rupees

MSME classiﬁcation under Manufacture Sector:
Micro Enterprises :- The investment limit on plant and machinery
which is not exceeding Rs. 25 lakh is called as micro enterprises
under manufacturing sector.
Small Enterprises :- The investment limits on plant and machinery
which is more than Rs. 25 lakh, but does not exceed Rs. 5 crore are
called as small enterprises under manufacturing sector.
Medium Enterprises :- The investment limits for industries on
plant and machinery which is more than Rs. 5 crore but does not exceed
Rs. 10 crore are called medium enterprises under manufacturing
sector.
MSME classiﬁcation under Service Sector:
Micro Enterprises :- The investment limit on plant and machinery
which is not exceeding Rs. 10 lakh is called as micro enterprises
under Service sector.
Small Enterprises :- The investment limits on plant and machinery
which is more than Rs. 10 lakh, but does not exceed Rs. 2 crore are
called small enterprises under Service sector.
Medium Enterprises :- The investment limits on plant and
machinery which is more than Rs. 2 crore, but does not exceed Rs. 5
crore is called medium enterprises under Service sector.
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Characteristics of Small Scale Industries (SSI)
The important characteristics of the small scale industries are:
1) They can be established easily in urban and semi urban areas.
2) They require less investment.
3) Labour is employed on wages.
4) It is managed by small entrepreneurs and self-supporting
workers
5) It uses raw materials available in the local areas
Importance of Small Scale Industries
Small scale industries play an important role in the development
of industries in developing nations like India. Small scale industries
provide more employment. It helps in efﬁcient use of resources. It
helps to achieve economic equality through equitable distribution of
national income among different sections of the society. Micro, Small
and Medium industries have to be developed in order to increase
employment opportunities in India. The importance of small scale
industries are discussed in brief:
1. Creation of employment opportunities: The small scale
industries are labour intensive industries. Hence, they provide more
employment opportunities to India’s huge labour force. At present
small scale industries are playing their role in reducing the problems
of open unemployment and underemployment.
2. Increase in investment and production: The investment in
cottage and small scale industries are increasing with each passing
day. The production of small scale industries has reached 40 percent
of the total industrial production.
3. Less capital: Small scale industries require less capital for
its establishment. It also gives early returns. Hence government
encourages investment in small scale industries.
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4. Export promotion: The products manufactured by small scale
industries such as readymade garments, leather items, sculpture
items, jewellery, electronic goods, food items, etc. are exported from
India to the rest of world.
5. Proper use of local resources: Small Scale Industries make
use of locally available natural resources and human power. The small
scale industries manufacture agricultural tools, leather products,
cloth, transport items, food stuffs, bamboo material, etc. giving
employment to the rural people.
6. Reduces Regional Imbalance: Government encourages small
scale industries as they can be established with less capital in rural
areas, semi urban areas and urban areas thereby reducing regional
imbalances. While heavy industries are concentrated in few cities and
urban areas leading to regional imbalances.
7. Reducing imbalanced distribution of wealth: The heavy
industries development lead to the concentration of income and
wealth while the development of small scales industries lead to the
more equitable distribution of wealth. The total proﬁts earned by
small scale industries are distributed among lakhs of entrepreneur
and crores of labourers.
8. Support large scale industries: Small Scale Industries
supplement the large scale industries by manufacturing and supplying
small parts and semi-ﬁnished goods to the large scale industries.
9. Lesser industrial problems: In small scale industries there
are fewer conﬂicts between labour and owners. Hence there will be
optimum utilization of labour and capital resources.
10.
Eco-friendly: Small Scale Industries relatively are more
eco-friendly as they create less solid waste and also contributions
towards water and air pollution is low.
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Problems of Small Scale Industries
In post-independent India, despite the government’s encourage
-ment small scale industries face many problems. The common among
them are:
1. Problem of raw material: The small scale industries sometimes
are unable to get quality raw materials at affordable prices. It compels
them to buy poor quality raw material which results in inferior quality
output which hampers the interest of Small Scale Industries.
2. Financial Problem: The important problem of the small scale
industries is shortage of ﬁnance. The small scale industries located
in rural and semi urban areas face the non-availability of credit
facilities as there are no adequate ﬁnancial institutions to lend them.
The ﬁnancial institutions which are established in these areas are
reluctant to provide credit due to their poor repaying capacity.
3. Use of outdated Technology: Some of the Cottage and
Small Scale Industries use outdated technology and machines for
production. This brings down the quality of goods and increases the
cost of production. This does not allow the small scale industries to
use their full productive capacity.
4. Power Scarcity: Small Scale Industries are located in rural and
semi urban areas suffer from regular load shedding. Power supply is
not regular to small scale industries and their ﬁnancial position does
not allow them to adopt alternatives such as generators, etc.
5. Problem of Marketing: Marketing the products of cottage
and small scale industries is one of the major problems. Large scale
industries produce similar goods at lower price. Hence, small scale
industries goods fade out in competition. Small Scale Industries
lack developed marketing department which aggressively sell their
products in markets.
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6. High cost of production: The production cost of the small
scale industries is very high due to the use of outdated technology and
machines, raising cost of raw materials and insufﬁcient workforce,
etc. As the prices of small scale industries products are high, they
become less competitive.
7. Competition of large scale industries: Large scale industries
use modern equipments, technology, division of labour and produce
quality goods with lower cost whereas the small scale industries using
outdated technology and machineries produce goods at high cost.
Hence, they are unable to compete in the market. This is a the major
hurdle in the development of small scale industries.
Important measures undertaken by
development of Small Scale Industries

government

for

the

Government in order to solve the problems of small scale industries
and provide protection to them implemented many programmes. It
also established several institutions to encourage and promote of
small scale industries. The important among them are:
1. Small Industries Development Organization: Small
industries development organization promotes the development
of small scale industries by providing a comprehensive range of
consultancy services, technical and management services, marketing
facilities. It was established in 1954.
2. Setting of Boards and Corporations: Government has
established several Boards and corporations for the promotion of
cottage and small scale industries in India. The important among
them are:
1) All India Khadi and Village Industries Board
2) All India Handlooms and Handicrafts Board
3) Jute Corporation of India Ltd.
4) National Small Scale Industries Board
5) Central Silk Board, etc.
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3. National Industries Corporation: Government of India
established National Industries Corporation in 1955. This assists
in supplying of required raw materials to small scale industries and
guides in marketing their production.
4. Small Investment Boards: Government of India established
small investment board to provide guidance to persons, who are
willing to invest their savings in small scale industries.
5. Industrial estates: Industrial estates provide industrial
accommodation on rental basis with good basic facilities such as
electricity, water, roads, etc. for entrepreneurs. The establishment of
industrial estates not only promotes growth of small scale industries,
but also reduces open and under employment.
6. Research and development: The government in order to
promote Research and Development of new technology in the areas
of cottage and small scale industries has established many all India
boards and organizations.
1) Central Bee keeping and Research institute
2) The council of Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research
3) The Village industries Research Institute
4) Indian Council for Agricultural Research
7. Export promotion: Government has taken many measures
to promote exports. Small Scale Industries engaged in export of
their commodities are given preference in supply of raw materials
and credit. The export promotion council has been setup to promote
export of many goods produced by cottage and small scale industries.
8. Training facilities for labours: The government has
established many institutions to providing better training facilities
and increases entrepreneurship, skills and efﬁciency of labourers,
The important among them are:
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1. The Central Tool Rooms and Training centers, Kolkata
2. The Central Institute of Tool Design, Hyderabad.
3. The Small Industries Extension Training Institute, Hyderabad.
4. The Central Institute of Hand Tool, Jalandhar, etc.
9. District Industries Centre: In order to cater to all the
requirements of small and village industries under one roof, District
Industries Center is being set up in each district of the country. Its
important functions are:
1. To conduct the economic survey of available raw materials and
other resources
2. To supply the machines
3. To arrange raw materials
4. To arrange loan facilities
5. To assist in marketing of the products.
6. To establish research and extension cell in every district.
10.

Financial help: Government has considered small scale

industries as priority sector. Hence they are provided loans at less
interest rate through different ﬁnancial institutions. Along with
it subsidy on loans are also provided. At present every state has
established State Financial Corporation which provides medium
loans for small scale industries. The industrial cooperative societies
also provide loans to small scale industries.
Likewise Government has introduced many programmes to
develop small scale industries.
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EXERCISES

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1.

New industrial policy of India was introduced in __________
a) 1991

2.

(b) 1990

(c) 1995

‘Industrialize or perish’ was stated by
a) M. Visvesvaraya

(b) Mahatma Gandhi

c) Amartya Sen
3.

(d) 200

(d) Dadabai Navaroji

The investment limit for Micro Enterprises in Manufacturing
sector is _____
(a) Not exceeding Rs. 25 lakh
(b) More than Rs. 25 lakh but does not exceed Rs. 5 crore.
(c) More than Rs. 5 crore but not exceed Rs. 10 crore
(d) More than Rs. 10 crore but does not exceed Rs. 25 crore.

4.

The investment limit of Small Scale Enterprises in Service
sector is __________
(a) More than Rs.10 lakh but does not exceed Rs. 2 crore
(b) More than Rs. 25 lakh but does not exceed Rs. 5 crore.
(c) More than Rs. 5 crore but not exceed Rs. 10 crore
(d) More than Rs. 10 crore but does not exceed Rs. 25 crore.

5.

The government of India established National Industrial
Corporation in the year ___________
(a) 1955

b) 1991

c) 1973
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d) 1990

II. Fill in the blanks:
1.

Indian government declared the ﬁrst Industrial Policy in ____

2.

FERA was replaced by __________

3.

New industrial policy of 1991 permitted foreign investors
to invest in share market up to _______ percent of domestic
industries that where involved in exports.

4.

Government of India introduced Foreign Exchange Management
Act in the year _____.

5.

Public sector enterprises are owned by _______

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1.

What is industrialization?

2.

What is import substitution?

3.

What is Small Scale Industry?

4.

When was Small Scale Industrial Development Institution
established?

IV.Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1.

What are the main objectives of FERA Act of 1973?

2.

What are the objectives of FEMA?

3.

Deﬁne Micro, Small and Medium enterprises.

4.

Mention different classiﬁcations of Industries.

5.

Write the problems of small scale industries.
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V. Answer the following qustions in about eight sentences.
1.

Mention the importance of industries in India’s economic
development.

2.

Explain the main features of New Industrial Policy of 1991.

3.

Mention the importance of small scale industries.

4.

Explain the important measures undertaken by the
Government for the development of Small Scale Industries.

Project Work
1. Collect information and make a list of micro, small and
medium enterprises established in your Village/ District.
2. Make a list of rural and cottage industries functioning in your
village/district.

YY
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Chapter – 07
Agricultural and Industrial Workers
‘All labour is directed towards producing some effect’.
- Alfred Marshall
“Enable every Women who can work to take her place on the labour front,
under the principle of equal pay for equal work, this should be done as
quickly as possible”
- Mao Tse Tung
“All labour that uplifts humanity has dignity and importance and should be
undertaken with painstaking excellence”
- Martin Luther King

Introduction:
Labour force is basic and indispensable input for all productive
activities. Labour force plays an important role in utilizing and
integrating the available physical and natural resources efﬁciently in
the production process of goods and service as well as their distribution
in the country and abroad. In this regard, who are the labourers?
Who are the agricultural labourers? What are the characteristics of
agricultural labourers? What is the socio-economic condition of the
agricultural labourers? What are the important measures taken to
improve their status? Likewise, who are industrial labourers? What
are the types of industrial labourers? What are their characteristics?
What is a Trade Union? What are the objectives of a trade union?
Which are the national level trade unions? What is labour policy?
What are its main objectives? The study of this chapter will help to
ﬁnd answer to these questions and many other issues on agriculture
and industrial labourers.
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Meaning of labour
Labourers are important and primary factor of production. They
create goods and services through their physical and mental effort.
Those who work physically and mentally for the reward of money
wages are called as labourers.
Size of labour
The size of a country’s labour force is determined by the size
of its adult population, and the extent to which the adults are either
working or prepared to offer their labour for wages.
Characteristics of Labour
The main characteristics of labourers are:
1) Cannot store Labour’s productivity: If the labour does not
use his productivity, it cannot be stored or postponed and
unused productivity of workers will be lost.
2) Labour cannot be separated from the labourers: Land and
capital can be separated from their owners but, labour cannot
be separated from their skills. For instance, teaching skill of a
teacher cannot be separated from the teachers.
3) Weak bargaining power of labourers: Labourers cannot store
their work force. Moreover many among them are poor, weak
and unorganized hence they have weak bargaining power to
demand more wages.
4) Labourers are not machines: Every labourer has their own
taste, food habits and emotions. They cannot work throughout
the day like a machine. They require rest and leisure regularly.
Labourers are required for the machines to function.
5) Labourers sell only his work force: A labourer sells only
their labour and not themselves. In real sense no one can be
a boss of a labour.
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6) The beginning and end of production is from labour: Land,
Capital and other resources are used with the help of labourers
in the production process. Production is done to fulﬁll the
needs of the men. Hence the beginning and end of production
is labour.
7) Labour differs in efﬁciency: Some labourer is more efﬁcient
because of their capability, training and skills whereas, some
remain inefﬁcient due to lack of training and skills.
Rural labour and Agricultural labour
Rural labourers are those who live in rural areas. They are engaged
in agriculture or non agricultural activities for money wages or food
for work.
A person engaged in agricultural activities for money wages or
food for work is as called as agricultural labour. The main agricultural
and allied activities in which rural and agricultural labour works are:
(a) Agriculture
(b) Dairy farming
(c) Animal husbandry
(d) Horticulture
(e) Cattle rearing
(f) Poultry
(g) Bee harvesting
(h) Storage of agricultural products and transportation of
agricultural commodities.
Characteristics of Agricultural labour
1) Agricultural labourers are engaged in other farming and other
farm activities such as dairy farming, horticulture, cattle
rearing, poultry and bee harvesting for money wages or food
for work.
2) The wages of agricultural labourers will always be relatively
less than their counterpart in other sectors.
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3) Agricultural labourers in relative terms are socially and
economically weak.
4) Majority of agricultural labourers are illiterates.
5) Agricultural labourers are not organized.
6) Women agricultural labourers get lower wages than their male
counterparts. Discrimination exists despite the law of equal
pay for equal work.
Social and Economic conditions of Agricultural labourers
The important socio-economic conditions of agriculture
labourers are:
1) Low level of standard of living: Agricultural labours have a
low level of standard of living as their income is less.
2) Weak bargaining power: Agricultural labours have weak
bargaining power as they are unorganized.
3) Indebtedness: Agricultural labours live in poverty as they get
low income. It becomes difﬁcult to meet their basic necessities.
Therefore many of them take loan from money lenders for to
lead their life. But money lenders impose interest, compound
interest for their loan and they fall into a debt trap.
4) Seasonal employment and trends of migration: Agricultural
labours are employed during cultivation, sowing and harvesting
periods. During the rest of period they do not have any jobs.
Hence, they migrate to cities or towns in search of jobs during
that lean period.
5) Lack of social security measures: The social security
facilities such as accidental insurance, medical allowance,
handicapped allowance, unemployment allowance, pension,
etc. are enjoyed by industrial and service sector labours. But
these facilities are not available for agricultural labours hence,
they face hardships in life.
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Measures Taken by Government for the Improvement of Social
and Economic condition of Agricultural labours
In order to improve the social and economic condition of
agricultural labours government has implemented many measures.
The important among them are:
1) Abolition of bonded labour: Bonded labour has originated
due to the existence of extreme poverty and helplessness of agricultural
workers. This evil system was in existence for many centuries. Bonded
labour is forced to work in their ﬁelds or houses to repay debt which
they have taken from their employer or zamindar. The value of the
work of agricultural labour will be for greater than the actual money
borrowed. Even after decades of labour, the loan never get cleared
and hence passed forcibly to the next generation.
Bonded labors are called as Paniyas, Haliya, Muliya, Kamiya,
Haris, etc. All of them in order to manage their families take loan from
zamindars and are unable to pay principal and mounting huge interest
rates because of which they are forced to work in zamindar’s house
or farms. The Government of India has passed the Bonded Labour
Abolition Act in 1976 after which bonded labours has considerably
reduced.
2) Implementation of Minimum Wages Act: The wages that
agricultural labours get can be classiﬁed as Nominal wages and Real
wages.
Nominal wages or money wages refers to the wages received as
the reward for their labour, whereas real wages refer to goods and
services that wages can buy. The distinction is important as labours
are concerned with real wages than the money wages to understand the
purchasing capacity of their money wages. The wages of agricultural
labours when compared with other sector labours is very low and
hence they lead a miserable life.
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The Government in order to improve the condition of agricultural
labours implemented Minimum Wages Act in 1948. All the states ﬁxed
the minimum wages based on the local situations of the respective
states. All the states implemented the minimum wage act by 1974.
But unfortunately it is not enforced

efﬁctevly due to lack of the

Government will.
3) Providing land to landless labours: Government took the
surplus land from the Zamindars after introduction of ceiling of land
holdings and distributed it to the landless agricultural labours.
4) Implementation of Employment Generation Schemes:
Agriculture is a seasonal occupation. Majority of agricultural labours
depends on agriculture for their livelihood where they get low income.
Hence their standard of living is low. In order to improve the standard
of living of the agriculture labours the government of India introduced
many programmes. The important among them are Marginal Farmer
and Agricultural Labour Development Agency, Drought Prone area
development programme, Food for work programme, Rural Landless
employment Generation programme, Rural employment Assurance
Programme, National Rural Employment Program, Jawahar Rozgar
Yojana and Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Program.
Industrial labours
Labours working in production units and all industrial units are
called as industrial labours or business workers. These labours put
forward their frustration or place their demand after their routine
requests are not considered through four instruments namely 1)
Strike 2) Boycott 3) Abstaining from work blockade 4) demonstration
Public and Private Sector Labours
Labours working in government owned enterprises are called as
Public Sector Labours. They are organized.
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Labours working in private sector enterprises are called as private
sector labours. The economic reforms of 1991 and subsequent second
generation reforms has increased the labours in the private sector.
This includes labours in small and cottage industrial workers too.
Majority of these workers are unorganized.
Organized and Unorganized Industrial Workers
The labours who form trade unions and are united are called as
organized industrial workers. These labours generally work in the
industries which come under Factories Act. The labours who are
unable to form the trade union, but still work in industries and related
production units are called as unorganized industrial workers.
Characteristics of Industrial Labours
The important characteristics of industrial labourers are:
1) Semi-skilled: Many of industrial labours are semi-skilled
workers. They require suitable training so that they can be fully
utilized productively.
2) Low level of efﬁciency: The industrial labours productive
capacity when compared with developed countries industrial workers
is very low as they are semi-skilled and lack training.
3) Lack of unity: There are many trade unions even among the
organized industrial labours. Many a times there is no unity among
these trade unions.
4) No Social Security for Unorganized Workers: 92 percent of
Labour force in India works in unorganized sector. Majority of them
are deprived of social security facilities available to organized labours.
5) Lack of leadership: There is dearth of good leaders with trade
unions. Many trade unions have political leaders from outside as
their leader. But they do not understand worker’s problem properly.
Hence, injustice is meted out to labours.
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Problems of Industrial labour sector
The important problems of industrial labour sector are:
1) Increasing unemployment and under unemployment rate.
2) Slow pace of growth in productive employment generation
3) Safety and Social Security Programs are yet to reach the
unorganized sector labours
4) Imparting Skill development and training programs for the
unskilled labours have not yet reached the pre-determined
targets
5) Providing employment security, job security and income
security for
labours by reducing the adverse working
atmosphere
Labour Unions or Trade Unions
Labour unions are also called as trade unions. Trade unions are
voluntary organization of workers formed to protect and promote the
interest of labours through collective action. These unions help labours
to ﬁght with management in unity to get proper wages, increment and
good facilities.
Objectives of Labour Unions
Labour unions strive to resolve problems of workers and improve
their standard of living. The important objectives of the labour unions
are:
1. To provide good wages and allowances to industrial labours.
2. To provide job security for labours
3. To build unity and integrity among labours.
4. To provide good working facilities.
5. To improve standard of living of labours
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6. To establish good relationship between labours and employer.
7. To protect the labour rights and exploitation
National Level Labour Unions
At present, several labour unions are working at the national level
in India. The important among them are:
1. Indian National Trade Union Congress (INTUC): It was
established in 1947. It is controlled by the Congress party.
2. The Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS) : It was established in 1948.
It is under control of the Praia Socialist party.
3. United Trade Union Congress (UTUC): This was initiated in
1949. It is under control of Kranthikari Samajwadi Party or radicalists
of the country.
4. Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS) : This was initiated in 1954.
It is controlled by Bharatiya Janata Party.
5. Centre for Indian Trade Unions (CITU) : This was established
in 1970 and in under control of Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Social Security Legislations for Industrial Workers
Industrial labours while engaged in their work suffer from
accidents, ill health, disablement, death and unemployment, etc.
Government in order to help them during such situations provides
beneﬁts, assistance and various facilities which are termed as social
security measures.
The Government of India introduced many social security
legislations for labours. The important among them are:
1) Employees compensation
Compensations Act 1923
2) Industrial Dispute Act -1947
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Act

–1923

or

Workmen’s

3) Employees State Insurance Act– 1948
4) Employees Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act
1952
5) Employees Provident Fund Scheme 1952
6) Maternity Beneﬁt Act 1961
7) Payment of Bonus Act 1965
8) The Payment of Gratuity Act 1972
9) Employee’s Pension Scheme 1995
10) Factories (Amendment ) Act 2014
11) Apprentices (Amendment) Act 2014
12) Shram Suvidha Portal 2015
13) Apprentice Protsahan Yojana 2015
14) Revised Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana 2015
Indian Labour Policy
In order to attain economic development on the foundation of
social justice Government has introduced labour policies from the
point of view of labours for the welfare of the employees.
Objectives
The two main objectives of the labour policy are,
1) Maintaining industrial peace
2) Promoting the welfare of the labour
Highlights of the Labour Policy
The main highlights of the Labour Policy in India are;
1) Creating measures to attract the public and private investments.
2) To create new jobs
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3) To create new social security schemes for the labours in the
unorganized workers.
4) To distribute social security cards to the labours
Labour Law
Labour law is also known as employment law. Constitution of India
has listed labours in the concurrent list. Hence the Central and State
governments make laws to protect the interest of the labours. Few
labour laws are enacted by the Central government where the Central
government has sole responsibility for enactment; few other labour
laws are enacted by Central government and enforced both by central
and state Government; few other labour laws are enacted by Central
government and enforced by the state governments and few labour
laws are enacted and enforced by the various state government which
apply within the jurisdiction of the respective states.
EXERCISE

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1.

Abolition of bonded labour Act was implemented in the year…
(a) 1966

2.

(c) 1986

(c) 1996

Minimum Wages Act was introduced in the year………………..
(a) 1978

3.

(b) 1976

(b) 1968

(c) 1958

(d) 1948

The problems of Industrial labour sectors are ……………..
(a) Rising unemployment

(b) Underemployment

(c) Slow pace of employment creation (d) All the above
4.

Of the following which is nonagricultural occupation…………..
(a) Cattle rearing (b) Farming (c) Poultry
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(d) Industries

5.

Employees Compensation act was introduced in the
year…………..
(a) 1923

(b) 1943

(c) 1973

(d) 1993

II. Fill in the blanks:
1.

Those who work …………… and ………………. for the reward
of money wages are called as labourers.

2.

Labour law is also known as ……………..

3.

The labours working in government owned enterprises are
called as ………

4.

……………percent of labourers in India are working in
unorganized sector

5.

Constitution of India has listed labours in ……….. list

III.

Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1.

Who are agricultural labours?

2.

Who are regarded as industrial labours?

3.

Who are rural labours?

4.

Who are organized labours?

5.

Mention the main activities of agriculture labour.

IV.Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1.

Write two objectives of labour policy.

2.

What do you understand by organized and unorganized
labours?

3.

Mention the important characteristics of labour policy in
India?
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4.

Which are the main instruments used by industrial workers
to demand their rights from the owners?

5.

Name any four national level trade unions.

V. Answer the following questions in about eight
sentences:
1.

Who is labour? Explain the characteristics of the labour?

2.

Brieﬂy explain the characteristics of industrial labour.

3.

Explain the socio - economic condition of agricultural labours
in India.

4.

What are the measures undertaken by the government
to improve the socio-economic conditions of agricultural
labours?

5.

Mention the social security legislations or measures for
industrial labours.

Project Work
1. Prepare a list of different occupations engaged by agricultural
workers in your village/district.
2. Understand and list out the difference between organized and
unorganized labours.

YY
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Chapter – 08
Poverty in India
“Poverty is the worst form of violence.”
-

Mahatma Gandhi

“The thought that poverty is inevitability and is inborn and inseparable is
entirely erroneous”
- Dr. B.R. Ambedkar

Introduction:
The problem of poverty has adverse impact on social and economic
growth. Poverty in underdeveloped countries is continuing and it has
become a complex problem. The underdeveloped economies can never
develop socially and economically unless the poverty is eradicated.
What is poverty? What is poverty line? What are the reasons for
poverty? What are the main measures to eliminate poverty? Which
are the main poverty alleviation programmes under taken by the
Government? The study of this chapter enables to ﬁnd answer to
these questions and know about various other issues on poverty in
India.
Meaning of Poverty
Poverty is the situation where the individual are unable to fulﬁll
their basic requirements of life such as food, cloth, shelter, education,
sanitation, etc. In other words poverty is a situation, where a person is
unable to meet his minimum consumption necessities. Men become
physically and mentally weak when minimum human needs are not
fulﬁlled. As a result there will be less productivity, less income, less
saving due to which men fall in a vicious circle of poverty.
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Poverty Line
Poverty line is a hypothetical line and it represents the level of
income/expenditure required to satisfy the minimum basic needs of
a person. Those whose earnings are less than the poverty line are
considered as living below poverty line while those earning more than
the poverty line, they are considered as above poverty line. Hence,
poverty line divides population into two groups namely,
(1) People living Above Poverty Line [APL]
(2) People living Below Poverty Line [BPL]
Among them, those who are living below poverty line are considered
as poor. The poor cannot satisfy the minimum basic necessities of
life as they do not possess the required purchasing power. In other
words, poverty line is the line that indicates the level of purchasing
power required to satisfy the minimum needs of a person.
Planning commission of India determines poverty line based on
the minimum required nutritional requirement. It deﬁned the poverty
line as those who consume less than 2400 calories per day in rural
area and 2100 calories per person per day in urban area. Hence,
poverty line is decided based on the money required for buying the
required calories per day.
Suresh Tendulkar committee based on the per capita consumption
expenditure found the poverty line. According to Tendulkar committee,
the individuals whose consumption expenditure is less than Rs. 26
in rural area and Rs. 32 in urban areas are called as poor in 2011-12.
The Planning Commission, at present is rechristened as ‘NITI
Aayog’ (National Institution for Transforming India).
Types of Poverty
The concept poverty is classiﬁed into
(1) Absolute poverty

(2) Relative poverty.
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Absolute Poverty
Absolute poverty is a measure of poverty, keeping in view the
economic conditions of a country. Absolute poverty is deﬁned in
terms of inadequacy of income to meet basic needs which include
food, clothing and shelter. Those who cannot satisfy the minimum
necessities of life are poor. Absolute poverty is referred in the context
of per capita intake of calories and minimum level of consumption.
Relative Poverty
Relative Poverty refers to the poverty in terms of relative deprivation.
It is also referred in relative comparison with other countries or
relative position of the individual in the society. For example, the per
capita of the advanced economies like America, Japan and England
is higher than many developing nations percapita income. Hence,
India and Bangladesh are regarded as underdeveloped economies or
developing economies as they have less percapita income.
Poverty Level Estimates in India
In India, poverty estimates are available for many periods even
during British India. But many have not used appropriate methodology
and hence not reliable. Since 1973-74 planning commission with
the help of NSSO (National Sample Survey Organisation) has been
providing poverty data once in 5 years regularly. The poverty
estimate since 1973-74 is 321 millions i.e., 54.9% lived below poverty
line in 1973-74. Among them 261 millions i.e., 56.4% lived in rural
areas and 60 millions i.e., 49% lived in urban areas in 1973-74. By
2011-12 the people living below poverty line declined to 269.3 million
which is 21.9%. In case of rural India the people living below poverty
line declined to 216.5 million which is 25.7% and in urban India the
people living below poverty line declined to 52.8 million which is
13.7%. In India, though the numbers of people living below poverty
line have relatively come down, still around 27 crores live below
poverty line. Hence it is a serious socio-economic problem.
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Table No. 7.1. : Poverty in India
Year

India

Rural Area

Number

Poverty

(Millions)

rate (%)

Number

Poverty

Urban Area
Number

rate (%)

Poverty
rate (%)

1973-74

321

54.9

261

56.4

60

49.0

1977-78

329

51.3

264

53.1

65

45.2

1983-84

323

44-5

252

45.7

71

40.8

1987-88

307

38.9

232

39.1

75

38.2

1993-94

320

36.0

244

37.3

76

32.4

1999-00

260

26.1

193

27.1

67

23.6

2004-05

301.7

27.5

220.9

28.3

80.8

25.7

2009-10

354.7

29.8

278.2

33.8

76.5

20.9

2011-12

269.3

21.9

216.5

25.7

52.8

13.7

Source: Economic survey of relevant years.
Reasons for Poverty in India
Poverty is wide spread in India, but the magnitude and extent of
poverty differs from one place to another place. The major factors
responsible for the poverty in India are:
1) Rapid growth in Population: The population growth in India
is increasing rapidly and is 17.4% of the world’s population. The
growing population raises the demand for consumer goods. Hence
providing basic necessities of life to everyone have become a huge
challenge in the rapidly rising and thickly populated country. India
is already second largest populated country in the world.
2) Low Productivity in Agriculture: Agriculture provide
livelihoods for majority of workforce. But productivity in agriculture
is low due to sub-divided and fragmented holdings, lack of capital,
use of traditional methods of cultivation and illiteracy, etc. are the
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important reasons. Therefore majority of cultivators and landless
agricultural labours get low income and compels them to live below
poverty line.
3) Rising Prices: The continuous and steep rise in prices of
the basic necessities of life has made the poor’s life more miserable.
Hence, the people living below poverty line ﬁnd it difﬁcult to meet
their minimum needs of life.
4) Unemployment Problem: Unemployment is another important
cause for poverty in India. On one hand there is rapid increase in the
population and on the other hand there is continuously expanding
unemployment, both results in the increases in poverty. Lack of
employment opportunities deprive people from getting jobs and earn
their livelihoods.
5) Lack of proper implementation of poverty alleviation
programmes: Government of India has introduced several poverty
alleviation programmes from time to time to get rid of poverty. The
objectives of these programmes were good, but they were not properly
implemented and the intended beneﬁts did not reach the poor. The
major reasons for failure of the poverty alleviation programmes
was ineffective identiﬁcation of needy beneﬁciaries, leakages in
the monetary help intended for the poor beneﬁciaries and lack of
awareness related to such programmes among poor masses.
Major Poverty Alleviation Programmes
Eradication of poverty is one of the important objectives of
development planning. Government of India has announced several
programmes under various ﬁve year plans to reduce unemployment
and poverty levels through overall development of the country. The
important poverty alleviation programmes are:
1) Community
Development
Programme:
Community
development programme was introduced in 1952 for overall
development of rural areas. The idea was to develop communities in
rural areas so that poverty could be reduced.
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2) 20 points programme: This programme was implemented
in 1975 to eliminate poverty using 20 point programme. The major
objective of was to eradicate poverty and increase overall standard
of living of the people.
3) Food for work programme: Providing jobs to unemployed in
and around the place of living and to give food grain to them instead
of money wages was introduced in 1977-78. The purpose of this was
to provide job and to increase the consumption of food grains quantity
in rural areas.
4) Integrated Rural Development Programme: In 1980, the
integrated rural development programme was initiated in 2300 blocks
in India to eliminate poverty in rural areas. The main objective of
this programme was to strengthen economic capability of poor rural
households which would enable them to come out of poverty line. It was
done by promoting self-employment and providing needful ﬁnancial
assistance in the form of aid. This programme also includes Training
of Rural Youth for Self Employment (TRYSEM) and Development of
Women and Children in Rural Areas (DWCRA).
5) National Rural Employment Programme: This programme
was introduced in 1980 to provide proﬁtable employment opportunities
in rural areas. The idea was that employment would increase income
of the people and thereby improve their standard of living.
6) Rural-Landless
Employment
Guarantee
Programme
(RLEGP): RLEGP was initiated in 1982 with the objective of creating
long lasting productive and durable assets and thereby improving the
overall quality of life in rural areas.
7) Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas
(DWCRA): DWCRA programme was launched during the sixth ﬁve year
plan. The objective of this programme was to create income generating
activities for women in rural areas and improve the standard of living
of rural women.
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8) Jawahar Rozgar Yojana: Jawahar Rozgar Yojana was
introduced in 1989 by Government of India to increase employment
opportunities in the country. Many earlier programmes were merged
with this employment programme.
9) Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS): EAS was introduced in
1993 to provide 100 days of unskilled manual works to the unemployed
poor people in rural areas. This programme was introduced in 1752
backward blocks under public distribution system. It mainly targeted
to provide employment during lean agriculture season in rural areas.
10) Swarnajayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana (SJGSY): SJGSY
was initiated to promote self-employment in rural areas and thereby
eradicate poverty. Many existing programmes of the time like TRYSEM,
DWCRA and MWS were merged with this programme.
11) National Food for work programme: This programme
was initiated in 2004 by Government of India to create additional
employment opportunities in rural areas and provide food grains as a
part of the wages earned by the beneﬁciary.
12) Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee
Programme(MGNREGP): National Rural Employment Guarantee
Programme was introduced in 2006 with the main objective of
providing 100 days work for unskilled people for every rural family
in 200 districts. This programme on 2nd October 2009 was renamed
as Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Programme and
extended to all districts in India. Then existing Swarnajayanti Gram
Swarozgar Yojana and National Food for work programme were merged
with MGNREGP. Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
guarantee programme undertakes the related conversation of water,
afforestation, plantation on road sides, land development, lakes
rejuvenation, construction of rural roads and development.
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13) National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM): NRLM was
introduced by Government of India in 2011. The main objective of the
NRLM is to eradicate poverty from rural areas. This programme helps
to form Self Help Groups (SHGs) and through them create proﬁtable
self-employment opportunities to rural people to lead decent standard
of living.
14) Bharat Nirman: The Central Government launched a Bharat
Nirman programme in 2005. The Government recognising the role
played by infrastructure in poverty eradication has taken up massive
programmes for construction of rural infrastructure under the six
components such as 1) irrigation, 2) drinking water, 3) electriﬁcation,
4) roads,5) housing, and 6) rural telephony.
Poverty Eradication in Urban Areas
There are several programmes introduced exclusively for the urban
poor. The important among them are:
1) Nehru Rozgar Yojana: Nehru Rozgar Yojana was initiated in
1989 with the objective of providing employment to urban poor people.
2) Prime Minister’s Rozgar Yojana: Government of India
initiated this scheme in 1993. In the beginning, this programme was
implemented in urban areas. The programme was extended even to
rural areas of India on 1st April 1994. The main objective of this
programme was to provide employment to educated unemployed
youth.
3) Prime Minister's Integrated Urban Poverty Eradication
Programme: This programme was introduced in 1996 by Government
of India. The main aim of the scheme is to eliminate poverty through
1) Self-employment strategy and 2) Shelter upgradation strategy. In
order to encourage self-employment and upgrade their houses, loans
and grants were provided under the scheme to the poor.
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In spite of these programmes, due to lack of proper implementation,
they are not really effective in eradicating poverty completely. At
present, Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee
Programme in rural areas, Prime Minister’s Rozgar Yojana and
Prime Minister's Integrated Urban Poverty Eradication Programme
(PM IUPEP) in urban areas are working. The Government along with
these schemes and programmes also provides different types of aids,
subsidies and facilities to the poor.
EXERCISES

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1.

Bharat Nirman programme was initiated in the year _________
(a) 2005

2.

(b) 2006

(c) 2007

(d) 2008

The method used by Suresh Tendulkar to measure poverty
is___________
a) Per capita consumption expenditure
b) Per capita income
c) Daily calories intake
d) Expenditure on Education and health

3.

The objective of Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Programme is to provide ________days of work for
every registered rural household.
(a) 100

4.

(b) 120

(c) 50

(d) 150

Development of Women and Children in rural areas was
initiated in _____ﬁve year plan.
(a) 5th

(b) 6th

(c) 7th
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(d) 8th

5.

The total number of poor people in India during 2011-12
was__________
(a) 260 million

(b) 301 million

(c) 354 million

(d) 269 million

II. Fill in the blanks:
1.

Indian planning commission deﬁne the poverty line on the
basis of _________

2.

In 2011-12 ______ percentage of India’s population is poor.

3.

The situation where the individuals are unable to fulﬁll their
basic necessities of life is called as ________

4.

According to planning commission of India those who consume
less than _______calories in rural areas and ______ calories in
urban areas are called as poor.

5.

Employment Assurance Scheme was established in _______

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence:
1.

What is poverty?

2.

What is relative poverty?

3.

What is poverty line?

4.

What is Absolute poverty?

5.

What is the poverty level of India?
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IV. Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences:
1.

Name different types of poverty.

2.

Deﬁne poverty line?

3.

Poverty line divides the population into how many groups?
What are they?

4.

Which are the main components of Bharat Nirman programme?

V. Answer the following questions in about eight
sentences:
1.

What are the main causes for poverty in India?

2.

Explain the main poverty alleviation programmes undertaken
by the Government of India.

Project Work
1.

Visit the BPL households in your neighborhood and list their
social and economic conditions.
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Chapter – 09
Basic Economic Infrastructures
“The link between infrastructure and economic development is not a one time
and for all affairs. It is a continuous process; and progress in a development
has to be preceded, accompanied and followed by progress in infrastructure,
if we are to fulﬁll our declared objectives of generating a self-accelerating
process of economic development”
- Dr. V. K. R.V. Rao

Introduction:
The development of basic economic infrastructure is necessary for
the improvement in the standard of living of the people and economic
growth of the country. The development of each and every sector in
the economy depends upon the availability of basic infrastructures
and their progress. The progress of agriculture and industrial sectors
mainly depends on several facilities such as irrigation, energy,
transportation, communication facilities etc. The adequate and
proper supply of these facilities takes the economy towards economic
development. If so, what is basic infrastructure? What are the kinds
of basic infrastructures? The study of this chapter helps to answer
these questions and also know various other issues on basic economic
infrastructures.
Meaning of Basic infrastructures
The facilities that help the productive activities directly or
indirectly which lead to the economic development of the nation
are called as Basic Infrastructure. This lay the strong foundation
for the structure of economic system. Hence it is considered as
basic capital for any economy. The important basic infrastructures
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are energy, transport and communication, banking, irrigation,
health, education, potable drinking water, sanitation etc. Some of
these facilities contribute directly to the economic progress of the
nation through production of goods and services whereas some other
facilities indirectly support by creating social overhead capital in a
country.
Types of Basic Infrastructures
The facilities which support the economic development are
classiﬁed into two parts namely 1) Economic basic infrastructures
2) Social basic infrastructures.
1) Economic Basic infrastructure: The facilities which directly
contribute to the productive activities such as transportation and
communication, information, energy, banking, irrigation system, etc.
are called as basic economic infrastructures. These facilities directly
help the economic development of the country.
2) Social Basic infrastructure: The facilities which contribute
indirectly to the economic progress of a country such as education,
health, drinking water, housing, sanitation, etc. are called as basic
social infrastructures. These facilities help the economic development
by increasing human efﬁciency.
Let us study about each of them in brief:
Transport System
Raw materials required for the production of goods are available
in different places of the economy. These raw materials need to be
transported to places of production and produced goods to be delivered
to the customers using different modes of transport system. The
people move from one place to another place to fulﬁll their objectives
using different modes of transports like rail (train), road (bus and
truck), and water (Ship).
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Importance of Transport System in Economic Development of
India
The efﬁcient and improvised transport system is required to step
up the phase of rapid economic development of developing economy
like India. The transport system provides the required basic facilities
to the country’s economic development. The transport plays an
important role in regional distribution of economic activities and
their smooth functioning.
The importance of transport system in the economic development
of country is;
1) Expansion of Market : Transport plays an important role in
supplying the goods from the producers to consumers. Every nook
and corner of the country is covered by transport system and hence
goods will reach on time. It also helps in the development of local,
regional, national and international markets through the supplying
of goods.
2) Support to Production : Transportation helps in the
movement of raw materials, machineries and workforce to the place
of production of the goods. It also helps in transporting the produced
goods to different kinds of market.
3) Division of Regional Labour : Transportation encourages the
division of labour within the country and between the countries.
4) Stability in Price: Systematic transport system helps to brings
stability in prices through quick transportation of goods from one
place to another place.
5) Development of Agriculture and Industry : Transportation
supports the movements of farm output and industrial output to the
market. Transport system provides valuable services by increasing
the productive value of the different sectors in the economy.
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6) Create Employment Opportunities : Transport system
generates different types of employment opportunities. The lakhs
of employment opportunities are created in automobile industry by
manufacturing of vehicles, driving, maintenance (repair of vehicles)
and construction of modes of transport ( roads, bridges, ﬂyovers,
rails, ports, airports).
7) Proper Utilization of Resources : India has rich abundant
natural resources. Transport system plays a crucial role in efﬁcient
use of these natural resources.
8) Natural Disaster Management : Transport system provides
valuable services in protecting citizen’s life and assets as well as
supply of food, water and clothes for the affected people during natural
calamities such as ﬂoods, drought, cyclone, earthquake, tsunami,
etc.
9) Good governance : Good transport helps to maintain peace
and order. It also helps in the effective functioning of the government.
10) Positive changes in the culture and Society : India is a
vast country with ample diversities in different cultures, languages
and practices. The development of transport system helps the
,culture; languages and practices of each other to meet and learn
from each other. It also helps in the elimination of blind beliefs, evil
and inhuman practices in the society.
In this this transportation system increases the rapid economic
development of country and at the same time bring social and cultural
change in the society. Hence, transport plays an important role in
economic development and social and cultural transformation.
Types of Transport System
Transportation system in India can be classiﬁed into three types.
They are
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(1) Land Transport System
(2) Water Transport System
(3) Air Transport System.
All types of transports are important in the process of economic
development. Each and every transport system plays a unique role in
the economic system.
Land transport system in India
The land transport is very important mode of transport and can be
further classiﬁed into two types. They are
(1) Road Transport
(2) Railway Transport
Road transport
The movement of goods and passengers with the help of vehicles
that ply on road is called road transport. For example, truck, bus,
car, etc. This is an oldest transport system. From the history one can
know that construction of roads was initiated way back during the
time of Sindh Civilization itself. Many rulers in ancient and medieval
India, to name few Ashoka, Harshavardhana, Sher Shah Suri, Akbar,
etc., gave more importance to the construction of roads. Sher Shah
Suri constructed highways.
India is a country of villages where 68.34% of its population lives
in rural areas. Road transport connects villages to towns, from towns
to cities and other inhabited places. This helps to increase rapid
rural economic development. Road transport is spread all over the
country and it provides basic infrastructure towards the development
of agriculture, industry and other sectors.
India has the largest road network transport system in the world.
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Classiﬁcations of Roads
In order to improve quality of roads in India, Nagpur plan in 1943
classiﬁed roads into four types.
1. National Highways : National Highways connect roads to major
cities, industrial centers, capital cities of various states and ports.
These highways are good in quality. It is facilitated with two lane, four
lanes and six lane road transport system. The Central Government
is responsible for maintenance and construction of the national
highways and has established National Highway Authority of India.
The National Highways constitute 2% of total road length of country
with total of 92,851 kms of length. At present 14 national highways
pass through Karnataka. Among them NH4 and NH7 are included in
the golden quadrilateral four lane highways and corridors plans.
2. State Highways : The state highways link district headquarters,
important towns within the state and connect them with capital
cities and national highways. The state government is responsible
for construction and maintenance of these roads. India has 1,42,687
km. length of State Highways where Karnataka has 20,905 km. of
length of State Highways.
3. District Roads : The roads which connect district centers to
all taluk centers, to markets and to important towns and villages
are called as district roads. The respective district municipalities
are responsible for construction and maintenance of such roads.
Karnataka has 47,836 km. length of district roads.
4. Rural roads : The rural roads in India connect to their villages.
The roads that connect taluk centers to villages and with all district
roads are referred as village roads. The taluk and village panchayats
are responsible for the construction and development of rural roads.
India has total of 46,29,462 km. length of district and rural roads.
Karnataka has 1,47,212 km. length of rural roads .
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Classiﬁcation based on usability of Road
Roads are further classiﬁed into two divisions based on their nature
namely 1) Pakka roads and 2) Kacha roads in India. Roads which are
good for use throughout the year is called pakka roads whereas roads
which are can be used during certain periods of the year is known as
kacha roads. They are also called as mud roads.
Classiﬁcation of Road transport system
Indian transport system can be classiﬁed as,
1) Traditional transport
2) Mechanized or Modern transport system.
Traditional transport system includes non-mechanized transport
like bullock cart, thetas, rickshaws, etc. whereas mechanized transport
system includes all transport facilities using motor vehicles example;
cars, bus, truck.
Problems in Road transport system
The Road transport system in India suffers from many problems.
The important among them are the majority of roads quality is poor.
Added to it high burden of tax, rise in price of fares of public transport,
etc.
Railway Transport in India
Railways is the most important mode of transport system in India.
The ﬁrst railway in India was laid between Bombay to Thane in April
1853 which was 34 km. of distance. The Britishers developed railway
transport mainly to suit their trade and administrative purpose.
In post-independent India, Government of India has expanded the
railways and improved the quality of services.
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At present, India has the world’s fourth largest railway network
after America, China and Russia. It is second largest in Asia after
China. Railway is under the control of Central Government. At present,
India has 65,400 km. of railway route length. Out of which 20,900
km. of railway route length is electriﬁed.
Indian railways have an important place in economic development
of the country. It plays an important role in development of agriculture,
industry and service sectors. It has created more employment
opportunities. It also brings adequate income to the Government. It
also plays a crucial role in the management of administration and
national security of the country.
Track Gauge in India
Indian Railway track gauge is classiﬁed based on track gauges. The
distance between two tracks of rail road is called as gauge. Railway
Track Gauge in India is classiﬁed as
1) Broad gauge
2) Meter Gauge
3) Narrow Gauge
let us discuss each one of them in brief
1. Broad gauge : The distance between two parallel track lines is
more than one meter (1.676 meter) which is called as broad gauge.
2. Meter gauge : The distance between two parallel track lines is
exactly one meter (1.000 meter) which is called as meter gauge.
3. Narrow gauge : The distance between two parallel track lines is
less than one meter (0.762) is called as narrow gauge. Some are even
0.610 meter. This type of railway is used in hilly areas and mining
areas.
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Problems in Indian Railway sector
Railway sector plays an important role in the economic development
of country. But railways also face various problems such as inefﬁciency,
negligence of social responsibility, lack of cleanliness, old track, lack
of advanced technology and lack of communication technology, etc.
Railway Zones
Indian railways is classiﬁed into 17 railway zones for its effective
administration and coordination, they are:
1) Northern Railway (New Delhi)
2) Southern Railway (Chennai)
3) North Eastern Railway (Gorakhpur)
4) Northeast Frontier Railway (Maligaon – Guwahati)
5) Eastern Railway (Kolkata)
6) South Eastern Railway (Garden Reach, Kolkata)
7) Central Railway (Mumbai)
8) Western Railway (Mumbai)
9) South Central Railway ( Secunderabad)
10) South Western Railway (Hubli)
11) East Central Railway (Hajipur)
12) Northern Central Railway (Allahabad)
13) North Western Railway (Jaipur)
14) East Coast Railway (Bhubaneswar)
15) Western Central railway (Jabalpur)
16) South East Central Railway (Bilaspur)
17) Kolkata Metro Railway (Kolkata)
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Water Transport System in India
Water transport system is the cheapest mode of transport for both
long and short distance. Foreigners discovered water route to enter
India. Indian was doing business with foreign countries through sea
route. The movements of goods and passengers from one place to
another place by ship, boat, streamers, etc., through oceans, seas,
canals, rivers, back waters is called as water transport. India has
7,517 km. length of coastal area. There is 14,550 km. of navigable
water ways. Transport in India is classiﬁed into two namely 1) Internal
or Inland Water Transport 2) External or Sea Transport.
Internal or Inland Water Transport
Internal or Inland water transport refers to transporting of goods
and passengers from one place to another place within the country
through rivers, canals, and back waters with help of creeks, boats
and streamers. This kind of transport is used from ancient times.
Local boats, coracle, raft, etc., were used in ancient times whereas
motor engine boats, streamers, etc., are used at present times. The
inland water transport is the cheapest form of all transport system.
The long and perennial natural rivers and their sub rivers, canals,
backwater, creeks are suitable for inland water transport. India has
about total 14,550 km. of inland water ways. Ganga, Brahmaputra,
Godavari and Krishna rivers and their sub rivers and their canals
are suitable for inland water transport in India. The most important
water ways of the country are Canal of Mahanadi in Odisha, canal
of Narmada and Tapti Rivers, back water and lagoon in Kerala and
Buckingham canal of Tamil Nadu. Directorate of Internal water
transport was established in 1965 for development of Inland water
transport in India.
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External or Sea transport
Sea transport refers to using water bodies like oceans and sea
for transporting of goods and passengers through ships. India is
subcontinent surrounded by Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and Indian
Ocean. Hence, sea transport has gained importance over the years.
India has 7,517 km. of long coastal area. Ship transport is
watercraft carrying people or goods (cargo). In this type of transport
system, the area where ships are stationed is called as ports. The
majority of India’s external trade takes place through these sea ports.
The important ports of India are ports at New Mangalore, Cochin,
Puducherry, Paradip, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Visakhapatnam,
Marmagoa, etc.. Among them, the ship building units are established
in Visakhapatnam, Cochin, Kolkata and Mumbai.
Ships are classiﬁed into three types namely (1) Liners (2) Tramps
(3) Tankers. Freight Liners are used to transport less weight goods
and passengers, Tramps are huge or bigger ships used to transport
goods. Tankers are used to transport fuel products. In India, the
Port Development Corporation was established in 1957, which is
responsible for the construction, maintenance and expansion of
facilities in ports.
Air transport system in India
Air transport is the fastest means of transport. It is very useful
for transport of passengers and light weight goods quickly to far
away places. But compared to other mode of transports it is highly
expensive, hence it has failed to reach all classes of people.
The beginning of the air transport in India was made in 1911
with 10 km. of air service between Allahabad to Ninny. It is helpful in
times of emergency as well during natural calamities for undertaking
relief operation. In present modern world, defense aeroplanes play a
decisive role in maintaining the external security of a nation.
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In 1953, the air transport in India was nationalized and two
corporations were set up namely 1) Indian Airlines Corporation for the
domestic services and 2) Air India International Corporations to cater
to the international air routes. Internal airways mainly connected
to state capitals and important cities whereas international airways
connect people to all important cities of the world.
The government of India after 37 years of Nationalization introduced
‘Open Sky Policy’ in April 1990. This allowed the ﬂights to operate
from any airport and also allowed private airlines to operate in the
country. At present, India is the 9th largest aviation market in the
world.
Communication system in India
The communication system is as important as transportation for a
country’s socio-economic development. The information communication
is very necessary for the progress in agriculture, industry, trade,
business and all other sectors. Therefore the communication system
is indivisible part of the economic development. Transportation helps
the movements of goods and people from one place to another whereas
communication refers to the transmission of information from one
place to another place though different modes of communication such
as post, telegraph, telephone, fax, radio, television, email, telephone,
mobile, internet etc., for communication of news and messages.
Role of communication in Economic development
Communication inﬂuences each and every economic activity. The
development of communication is helpful in the economic development.
The role of communication in economic development of India is:
1) Development of Agriculture and industry : Communication
helps in the development of agriculture and industry. The
communication helps at every stage of production like organizing the
factors of production, adopting technology, selling of produced goods
in the market, etc.
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2) Education Transmission : Communication plays an important
role in transmission of knowledge.. It creates awareness among the
people and hence it increases knowledge, skills and ability among
people.
3) E-governance : Communication system has created revolution
in the system of governance in the country. E-governance is the
application of information communication technology for delivering
government services, exchange of information, integration of
various services. e-governance makes administration efﬁcient and
transparent. It is easily accessible as commendation from Delhi to
villages is possible within no time.
4) Quick communication : Today, one can transmit or receive
any information quickly from any part of the world with the help of
various communication modes.
5) Creation of Employment opportunities : Communication
system also provides employment opportunities to the people. Internet
has helped to outsource various business process through which lakh
of employment opportunities has been created.
6) Internal and external security : Communication system helps
to control riots, crimes and antisocial activities in the country. In no
time the law and order enforcement authority can get the information
and reach the target place quickly. It also helps them to ﬁnd enemy
hideouts and prevent any untoward incidents. It helps to maintain
law and order in the country.
7) Natural Disaster Management : The mode of communications
helps to protect affected people during the natural disasters and
undertake relief works. Communication also helps to intimate the
warnings of natural disasters like earth quakes, ﬂoods, cyclones,
tsunami etc.
8) Social transformation : Communication connects people
within the society and as well as with different societies. The networking
of different cultures transforms the society by creating awareness and
getting rid of superstitious and blind beliefs.
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Tele communication services
Telecommunication refers to exchange of information over
signiﬁcant distance through electronic devices. There are different ways
to communicate between people to people. They are post, telegraphs,
telephone, mobile, fax, internet service, radio, television, printing
media, etc.. Let us learn about the important telecommunication
services.
Postal services in India
Postal service is the cheapest mode of communication. Postal
services in India exist from ancient period in different forms. Modern
postal services in India began in 1837. The Government established
postal department in 1854. This provides beneﬁts to all sections of
people, from poor to rich people, and all those engaged in different
economic activities such as businessmen, entrepreneurs, etc..
Therefore, after independence the postal service was considered as
an important basic facility.
India Post or Department of Post is a public sector under Ministry
of Communication and information technology. Postal Index Number
system was implemented in 1972 to modernize and manage postal
services efﬁciently. “Quick postal service” was introduced in 1975 in
all the state capital cities and “Speed Post Service” was introduced
in 1986. Today, every village in India has postal services. Moreover,
at present the postal service is computerized. Today, Government
of India’s postal services provide 38 types of services which include
communication services (letters and post cards), transport services
(parcels) and ﬁnancial services (saving accounts, money orders and
postal life insurance). In addition services like e-post, e-bill, etc., are
also provided with the help of internet.
Telephone services
Telephone service in India began in 1831. At present telephone
services in India is very strong and a popular mode of communication.
Telephone services provide us the news from every nook and corner of
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the world, exchange of new ideas or views within seconds. Telephone
service is classiﬁed into land line and mobile telephone. In present
day’s mobile phones are very popular than the landline telephones. At
present mobiles are considered as important basic goods. Hence the
mobile connection is increasing with each passing day.
Fax
Fax is an electronic device. It is the telephonic transmission of
scanned printed information, letters, pictures, etc in seconds to
distant places. This is another revolution in communication sector.
Internet services
Internet service is a global system interconnected with computers,
telephones line and satellites for exchange of information among
the crores of people. Internet services help to interact and exchange
information among thousands of education institutions, government
organizations, business centers and ﬁnancial institutions. A person
using internet services connects the computer or laptop or smartphone
from their home and can get any information from any corner of the
world and even get it printed. Further e-mail, telemedicine, telebanking and call centers facilities also available due to internet. Teleconference system is also used for good governance by government.
E-mail
E-mail refers to transmission of messages, folders from one place
to another place electronically over a computer connected through an
internet. Any information can be communicated or sent to one or more
recipients at any time of the day to any part of world through email. At
present this is one of the most popularized modes of communication.
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EXERCISES

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1)

The country that has the longest railway network system is
____________
a) America

2)

c) China

b) Russia

c) China

d) India

The railway zone headquarters that is situated in Karnataka
is called as ____________
a) South western railway
C) Southern Railway

4)

d) India

The country that has the largest road transport system is
____________
a) America

3)

b) Russia

b) North eastern Railway
d) Eastern Railway

Indian Post or Department of Post is a ____________ institution.
a) Public sector

b) Private sector

c) Public-Private partnership d) None of the above

II. Fill in the blanks.
1)

Nagpur plan has classiﬁed Indian roads into four types in the
year____________

2)

Telephone service began in India as ____________

3)

The distance between two parallel railway tracks is called as
____________

4)

____________ postal service was introduced in capitals of all
states in 1975.

III.

Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1)

What are basic infrastructures?

2)

What do you mean by air transport?
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3)

What is water transport?

4)

What is communication system?

5)

What is an e-mail?

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1)

What are the types of basic infrastructures?

2)

What are the types of Transport system in India?

3)

Name any four railway zones.

4)

Mention different telecommunication services.

5)

Mention different track gauges in India.

V. Answer the
sentences.

following

questions

in

about

eight

1)

Discuss the importance of transport system in economic
development of India.

2)

Explain the different types of transport systems in India.

3)

Discuss the role of communication system in economic
development of the country.

4)

Discuss the two important types of water transport.

5)

Write a note on Indian postal and telegraph services.

Project Work
1). Write about the different types of transport that you have
travelled.
2). Write about different communication system that you have
come across.
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Chapter –10
Reserve Bank of India
“A central bank is a bank which constitutes the apex of the monetary and
banking structure of its country and which performs, as best as it as it can
in the national economic interest”
– M.H. Dekock
“The primary deﬁnition of central banking may be as a banking system
in which a single bank has either a complete or residuary monopoly in note
issue”
– Veera Smith

Introduction:
Every economy to supervise, guide, protect and regulate its
commercial banks and ﬁnancial institutions; to control money
supply; to take its money market forward; establishes Central Bank.
Majority of Central banks were established in 20th century though
its initiation can be traced from 17th century itself. Riks bank of
Sweden established in 1668 it the oldest central bank of the world to
be followed by establishment of Bank of England in 1694.
Every country established its central bank in 20th century. To name
few, ‘Bank of France’ in France, ‘Bank of Netherland’ in Netherland,
‘Bundes Bank’ in Germany, ‘Bank of Japan’ in Japan, ‘Reserve bank
of India’ in India. If so, what is a Central bank? What are the resources
and organization structure of Reserve Bank of India? What are the
functions of RBI in the economic development of our Nation? The
study of this chapter helps to answer these questions and also know
other issues about India’s central bank.
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Deﬁnition of Central Bank
The Central bank has the monopoly to issue notes for
economic development and stability of the economy. It expands or
contracts the quantity of money and also regulates the banks and
ﬁnancial institutions in the interest of economy. With these functions
central bank is identiﬁed. Prof. Veera Smith deﬁnes ‘the primary
deﬁnition of central banking is a banking system in which a single
bank has either a complete or residuary monopoly in the note issue’.
Reserve Bank of India
The central bank of India which is known as Reserve Bank of India
was established on 1st April 1935 as a private shareholder’s bank as
per the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. This bank was established
with a share capital of Rs.5 crore. India, after attaining independence,
nationalized RBI on 1st January 1949 in order to have a government
institution that would be an apex body to regulate and guide the
economy’s ﬁnance and monetary policy. Likewise the Reserve Bank
of India which started as a share holder’s bank began functioning as
a government bank.
Organization
RBI regulates the issue of bank notes and maintains reserves in
order to attain ﬁnance and economic stability in the interest and
advantage of the country. The Reserve Bank of India organization is
based on RBI act of 1934. Since nationalization it is fully owned by
the government. It organization consists of central board and local
boards. The head quarter of RBI is in Mumbai.
Central Board
The RBI affairs are governed by a central board of directors. The
board is appointed by the Government of India. Central board is
responsible to manage the affairs related to the banks. At present the
central board of directors consists of 21 members they are,
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1) One Governor and four Deputy Governors appointed by the
Central Government for a period of 5 years.
2) Four Directors where in one director from every local board is
appointed by the Central Government.
3) 10 directors are nominated by the Central Government who are
experts in their ﬁeld of business, ﬁnance, banking, industries,
service sector, cooperation, agriculture etc.
4) Central Government appoints two directors as representatives
from the Finance Department.
The president of the Central Board of Director’s will be the Governor
of Reserve Bank of India. Governor of RBI is appointed by the Central
Government for the period of ﬁve years. At present Dr. Raghuram.
G. Rajan is the Governor of RBI. This committee has to meet at least
once in three months and minimum of six times in a year.
Local Board
Local board or Regional ofﬁces are established keeping in mind
regional economic interest of the country. Initially, four regional ofﬁces
namely Kolkata in West, Mumbai in East, New Delhi in North and
Chennai in South were established. RBI at present has 19 regional
ofﬁces and 9 sub ofﬁces. The important among them are in Bangalore,
Hyderabad, Lucknow, Kanpur etc. There are ﬁve members in each
local board who are appointed by the Government of India for the
duration of four years.
Board for Financial Supervision (BFS)
RBI performs the ﬁnancial supervision functions under the
guidance of board for ﬁnancial supervision. The board was constituted
in 1994 based on the recommendation of one of the committees of
Central Board of Directors of RBI. The primary objective of BFS is
to undertake the consolidated supervision of the ﬁnancial sector
comprising commercial banks, ﬁnancial institutions and non banking
ﬁnancial institutions.
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The BFS is constituted by co-opting four directors are from
Central Board of Directors as member for a period of two years.
Governor of RBI is the president of this board. This board generally is
supposed to meet at least once in every month. It considers inspection
of banking’s ﬁnancial institutional reports and other supervisory
issues placed before it by the supervisory departments. The main
functions of board are,
1) Restructuring of the system of bank inspections
2) Introduction of off-site surveillance.
3) Strengthening role of statutory auditor and
4) Strengthening of internal security of supervisory institutions.
Training Institutions of RBI
RBI has ﬁve training institutions. They are,
a) As part of RBI, two training institutions are established namely
1) College of Agricultural Banking, and
2) Reserve Bank of India Staff college.
b) Three autonomous institutions established are,
3) National Institute for Bank Management
4) Indira Gandhi Institute for Development and Research (IGIDR),
and
5) Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology
(IDRBT).
Main Functions of RBI
RBI performs for the smooth functioning of country’s economic
system. It major objectives is to bring price stability, economic
stability, to attain full employment etc. in order to attain the objectives
RBI perform several functions. The important among them are:
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1) Monetary authority :- RBI as Monetary authority formulates
implements and regulates the monetary policy. The main objective
of this is to maintain price stability and provide adequate loan to
production sectors. RBI effectively implements the monetary policy by
expansion or contraction of money supply in accordance with its predetermined objectives. RBI uses the different methods of the credit
controls to control inﬂation and deﬂation situation prevailing in the
economy,
2) Regulator and Supervision of Finance System :- RBI
recommends several broad based measures and indicators for the
effective operation of the ﬁnancial and banking system of the country.
Its purpose is to maintain public conﬁdence in ﬁnancial system,
protecting the interests of the depositors and offering reasonable
banking services to the public. Apart from it, RBI also gives permission
to establish banks, permission to expand the bank branches,
systematic inspections, overseeing administration and regulating the
banking operations. Further it also provides banking education and
training etc.
3) Circulation of Money / Issues of currency :- RBI is the
authority for issuing quality adequate Currency notes and coins
to the public. It also collects outdated, torn or damaged coins and
notes from the public and destroys it. Except for one rupee note, the
responsibility of printing and circulating all other currencies are with
RBI. One rupee coins and notes are printed by ﬁnance department
of the Central Government. To print and issue currency, RBI follows
minimum reserve system. RBI has a total of 200 crore of reserves out
of which 115 crore of worth is maintained in gold and 85 crore is kept
as cash for security.
4) Foreign Exchange Management :- The main objective of RBI
is to promote systematic development and management of foreign
exchange market in India. RBI has the authority for managing foreign
exchange transactions under the Foreign Exchange management
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Act 1999. The RBI controls and regulates the dealings in foreign
exchange payments outside India, exports and imports of currency
notes and bullion transfer of securities between residents and
nonresidents. It also buys and sells the foreign currencies at
international prices in order to bring stability in exchange rates to
facilitate trade and help to increase the India’s foreign exchange.
5) Banker’s Bank :- All Scheduled commercial banks in India
has its accounts with RBI. They also have statutory obligation to
maintain reserves with RBI against demand and time deposits. RBI
acts as Banker`s Bank and as the lender of last resort for commercial
banks in India.
6) Government Bank :- RBI acts as banker to the Central
Government and state Government. It manages the government
deposits, it collects and pay money on behalf of Government and it
gives loans to the Government. It also gives ﬁnancial advice to the
government and also arranges for transfers of funds from one place
to another on behalf of government.
7) Research and Publication :- Collection of statistics and
other information related to Indian economy is done by the research
department of the RBI. It also collects and publishes the information
about the progress and operation of commercial banks, policies
on loan and such activities. The main publications of RBI are RBI
Bulletin, Trends and Progress of Banking in India, Annual report and
Hand Book of Statistics on Indian economy, etc.
8) Development Functions :- RBI performs wide range of
promotional functions to fulﬁll the national objectives. RBI helps
in providing adequate and timely availability of credit to develop
agriculture and industrial sector. It also takes effective measures to
get the credit to priority sectors. RBI plays a decisive role in economic
development by promoting various developmental activities.
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EXERCISES

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1.

______ system is followed by RBI for issuing currency.
a) Minimum reserve system
b) Maximum reserve system
c) Minimum and Maximum system
d) none of the above

2.

3.

RBI was established on________
a) 1st April 1935

b) 1st March 1934

c) 1st April 1949

d) 1st March 1950

The term of the Governor of RBI is_______ years.
a) 4 years

4.

b) 5 years

c) 6 years

d) 7 years

The main functions of RBI are to perform ________.
a) Bankers bank

b) Government bank

c) Foreign exchange management d) All of the above
5.

The Board for Financial Supervision was introduced in ______
a) 1994

b) 1984

c) 1974

d) 1964

II. Fill in the blanks.
1)

RBI was nationalized in ___________

2)

The head quarter of RBI is in ________

3)

_______ Department prints one rupee in India.

4)

RBI follows _______ system for issuing the currency.

5)

__________ Department of RBI collects statistics and other
information related to Indian economy.
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III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1)

What is central bank?

2)

When was RBI established?

3)

Who is the present Governor of RBI?

4)

Who is the president of Board for Financial Supervision?

5)

What is Banker`s Bank?

IV.Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1)

Where are the regional branches of RBI established?

2)

Which are the training institutions of RBI?

3)

What is Government Bank?

4)

What are the developmental functions of RBI?

5)

Name the important publications of RBI?

V. Answer the
sentences.

following

questions

in

about

1.

Explain the functions of RBI?

2.

Write a note on Board for Financial supervision?

3.

Write a note on organization of RBI.

Project Work
1. Make a list of security measures on notes of 100 and 500
rupees printed by RBI?
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Chapter –11
Foreign Trade of India
“The most important single central fact about a free market is that no
exchange takes place unless both parties beneﬁt”
– Milton Friedman
‘‘Other things being equal, a country tends to specialise in and export those
commodities in the production of which it has maximum comparative cost
advantage or minimum comparative disadvantage. Similarly, the country’s
imports will be of goods having relatively less comparative cost advantage or
greater disadvantage.’’
– David Ricardo

Introduction:
Foreign trade plays an important role in economic development
of a Country. A country itself cannot produce all the required goods.
Some countries produce vast quantities of goods which is more than
its requirements and at the same time it will be deﬁcit in few other
commodities. Hence every country exports its surplus and meets its
requirements of deﬁcit commodities by importing them. This practice
of buying goods from other countries which are deﬁcit and selling the
goods which are surplus to other countries is called foreign trade.
Hence foreign trade mutually beneﬁts the participating countries. So,
we need to know, what is trade? What are the differences between
internal and external trade? What is the importance of foreign trade?
Which are the major goods that India imports? From which countries
does it import? Similarly which are the major goods that India exports?
To which countries does it export? What is foreign exchange? What
is foreign exchange reserve? This chapter attempts to answer these
questions and also facilitates to understand other important issues
of India’s foreign trade.
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Meaning Of Trade
The process of buying and selling of the goods and services is called
trade. Trade is the bridge between production and consumption.
Trade is one of the important economic activities. It also creates
ample employment opportunities.
Types of Trade:
Trade can be classiﬁed into two types namely,
1) Internal Trade and

2) External Trade.

1) Internal or Domestic Trade
The exchange of the goods and services within the boundary of
a country is called internal or domestic trade. In other words
trade within the boundaries of the country is called as internal or
domestic trade.
2) External or Foreign Trade
If the trade crosses the boundaries of a country and takes place
with other countries of the world, it is called as external or foreign
trade. In other words the trade between different countries of
the world is called international or foreign trade. It refers to the
process of buying and selling of goods or services from one country
to another or between countries.
Differences between Internal and External Trade
There are many differences between internal and external trade.
The important among them are:
1) Movement of factors of production: There will be free
movement of all factors of production like labour and capital within the
boundary of the country, but in the international trade the movement
of labour and capital is restricted. Despite free trade, there are many
obstacles and restrictions for labour and capital movement between
the countries.
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2) Differences in currency system: The buyers and sellers use
the same currency in internal trade whereas buyers and sellers in
foreign trade use different currencies which have different exchange
values. Hence foreign exchange rate becomes important in external
trade.
3) National economic policies: There will be uniform economic
policy in internal trade as it happens within the boundaries of the
country, but external trade involves many countries and their different
economic policies.
4) Export and Import duties/ quotas: The internal trade has no
restrictions whereas there is a possibility of restriction, tariffs, import
duties, export duties, quotas and embargoes in the foreign trade as
goods are exchanged across national boundaries.
5) Transportation and import cost: The cost of transportation
and insurance cost will be less in internal trade and it will be high in
the foreign trade.
6) Risk Factors: The accidents and other risks are less in the
internal trade and it will be high in the foreign trade.
7) War Difﬁculties: The difﬁculties faced in internal trade during
war are far less than in the foreign trade. During the war the imports
and exports may be stalled or it may fall into the hands of enemy
nations.
8) Difference in customs and traditions: The customs,
traditions and culture will be relatively the same in domestic trade
but there will be difference in customs, traditions and culture under
the foreign trade.
Importance and Necessity of Foreign Trade
International trade has become inevitable in the modern world.
It is considered as “engine of growth”. Natural resources are well
utilised due to foreign trade. Foreign trade enables the purchase of
quality goods at lower prices due to which the standard of living
improves. The importance of foreign trade is:
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1) Import of basic goods: Foreign trade helps for the removal of
shortage of basic goods which are required, but cannot be produced
in the country. The required basic good can be imported from other
countries. It helps the momentum in the wheels of growth of economic
progress. For e.g., if crude oil is not imported India will face fuel
crisis.
2) Maintaining stability in prices: Foreign trade helps in
maintaining the stability in prices of the goods available in the
country. When prices in domestic economy rise, the import of the
same commodity will help to stabilise the price level in the country. In
other words foreign trade helps to keep demand and supply position
stable which in turn stabilises the prices. Otherwise economy will
have to face the negative impact of price rise.
3) Industrial
development: The necessary machinery,
equipments, spare parts and raw material required for industrial
development can be imported due to foreign trade. Likewise industrial
output can be exported to earn foreign exchange.
4) Expansion of market: International trade facilitates the
expansion of domestic and foreign markets. Higher exports and
imports of a country will facilitate the expansion of market as
transaction increases. It also facilitates to earn higher income.
5) Advantages of the movement of capital: International trade
helps in movement of capital ﬂow between nations. Several capital
goods such as machines, equipments, spare parts and raw materials
etc. easily move from one country to another which brings progress
in development.
6) Promotes international peace and cooperation: Foreign
trade brings countries closer due to economic relations arising out of
trade activities. The foreign trade reduces misunderstanding, mistrust
and avoid conﬂicts and wars. This helps the peace and cooperation to
prevail among nations.
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7) Utilisation of resources: Foreign trade promotes specialisation
which eliminates unproductive lines and wastage of resources.
Hence the available natural resources are utilised systematically
and effectively in production process. This helps to attain economic
development.
8) Transfer of Science and Technology: Foreign trade facilitates
transfer of science and technology from developed countries to
developing countries. It helps in attaining higher productivity which
facilitates increase in national income and overall development of the
economy.
International Trade of India
India is moving forward in the path of development. India’s volume
of the international trade is yet to gain the signiﬁcance. In the world
trade, India share is less than 2 percent.
India’s Export
There is a lot of change in India’s composition of exports. Prior
to 1980, the primary goods i.e., agricultural and agriculture related
goods such as coffee, tea, tobacco, species, cashew, sugar, cotton,
rice, ﬁsh and ﬁsh products, meat, fruits, vegetables, cereals, mica,
iron etc were mostly exported. But today India is exporting more of
ﬁnal products. In 2013-14, the share of ﬁnished products was 63.7%.
India of late is also exporting crude oil, petroleum products along
with agricultural items, steel and minerals.
In recent years India has emerged as a major country in exporting
the services. Progress in information technology and business process
centres (outsourced by developed nations) has made India the prime
country in export of services.
Direction of India's Export
After independence, many countries in the world are buying India’s
goods. Prior to that, only Britain had major share, but today it exports
various products to different countries including developed countries.
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India has trade relationship with all the continents of the world.
Majority of its products are exported to Asian Continent followed by
America, Europe, Africa and Australia continent. Among countries,
India in 2013-14 exported majority of goods and services to USA,
followed by Canada, UAE, China, Hong Kong and Saudi Arabia.
India’s Imports
India from a long period of time is importing goods from different
countries. After the independence there has been a lot of changes
in the direction and composition of imports. India imports variety
of goods. The major good India imports are fuel resources of which
petroleum, oil and lubricants has optimum share. The other goods
imported by India are capital goods, gold and silver, electronic goods,
chemical and machinery.
Direction of India’s Import
Most of India’s imports are from Asian continent followed by
America, Europe, and Africa. Among the countries in 2013-14, India
imports maximum from China followed by Germany, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, North America and USA.
Foreign Exchange
In general parlance, foreign exchange refers to foreign money such
as Ruble of Russia, Dollar of America, Frank of France, Pound of
England etc. But in foreign trade, foreign exchange refers to converting
money of one country to another country’s currency. For example:
converting rupee to American dollar. This facilitates the exchange of
national currency to foreign currency for foreign trade and foreign
investment.
Foreign exchange is the process of facilitating the conversion of
currency of one country to another country’s currency to facilitate
the payments in trade and transferring money from one country to
another .
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The rate at which currency of one country is converted to another
country’s currency is called Foreign Exchange rate. It is also regarded
as value of one country’s currency in terms of another currency. It is
also known as Forex Rate and FX Rate.
Suitable volume of foreign exchange reserves is required to have
economic security of the nation. Foreign exchange reserves not
only constitutes of foreign currencies but also valuable assets. For
example RBI, FOREX Reserves constitutes of Gold, SDRs, and Foreign
Currencies.
EXERCISES

I.

Choose the correct answer from the Four options
given below.
1)

_____ is the Indian currency.
a) Rupee

2)

d) Yen

b) Pakistan

c) Germany d) China

In 2013-14, imported maximum goods from ____ country.
a) USA

4)

c) Pound

In 2013-14, India exported maximum to ____ country.
a) USA

3)

b) Dollar

b) Pakistan

c) Germany d) China

The major classiﬁcation of foreign trade is ________
a) Internal and external trade

b) internal and air trade

c) Internal and inter-state trade d) market and inter-state
trade
5)

Foreign exchange refers to ________
a) Exchange of currency from one nation to another
b) Exchange of gold from one country to another
c) Paying rupee directly to abroad to buy goods
d) Exchange of coins for paper currency
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II. Fill in the blanks
1)

The trade within the country is called____

2)

Foreign trade is considered as______

3)

India’s share in the world trade is less than____

4)

Foreign exchange means_____

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1)

What is trade?

2)

What is foreign trade?

3)

What is internal trade?

4)

What is foreign exchange?

IV.Answer the following questions in two or three
sentences.
1)

Write different forms of trade?

2)

Name important goods exported by India?

3)

Name important goods imported by India?

4)

What is a foreign exchange reserve?

V.Answer the following questions in about eight sentences.
1)

What are the beneﬁts of foreign trade?

2)

Mention the differences between internal and external trade?

Project Work
1.

Make a list of goods exported from Karnataka.

2.

List out the goods at your home and village/ town/ district
that are imported along with their countries name.
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